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A. the Minnesota Community Corrections Act 

In 1973 Minnesota enacted the Community Corrections Act (CCA). The Act, 
representing the State's most far-reaching criminal justice pol icy, has re
structured Minnesota's correctional services. It addresses four major concerns: 
(I) increasing Institutional costs at the state level, (2) I imited local 
correctional services, (3) overlapping correctional jurisdi'ctions and (4) a 
lack of uniform standards for delivering correctional services. 

The CCA addresses the problem of rising state institutional costs in 
two ways. First, the CCA provides an incentive for participating counties to 
deal with certain categories of offenders locally by charging counties to use 
state institutions for such offenders. Second, the CCA establ ishes a subsidy 
which is intended to enable participating counties to develop local correctional 
services. The subsidy is intended to allow counties to expand existing 
services and develop new services if a need exists. 

The CCA is intended to develop greater organizational coherence in the 
administration of correctional services in Minn~sota. The overlapping of 
correc,.'ional jurisdict'ions and dupl ication of corrections services is, in part, 
a function of different levels of government (city, county, region and state) 
del ivering correctional services. Responsibi I i-I-y for the administration of 
correctional services also frequently is shared within stngle jurisdictions by 
different organizations deal ing with adults, juveni les, probation, parole, 
institutions and community programs. The CCA addresses the problems of over
lapping correctional jurisdictions by requiring that advisory boards be created 
to develop comprehensive plans for the del ivery of correctional services in 
their areas. 

Fina II y, the CCA charges the Department of Cor-rections (DOC) with the 
responsibi I ity of developing standards for the del ivery of correctional 
serv ices. 

The implementation of the Act has drastically affected corrections in 
Minnesota. The annual subsidy el igibil ity for CCA areas is now in excess of 
thirteen mil I ion dol lars. Of 87 counties, 27 have joined the Act, accounting 
for oVer seveni-y percent of the state's population. Hundreds of employees are 
covered by the Act and dozens of criminal justice programs operate primari Iy 
on CCA subsidies. Administrative organizations and local advisory boards exist 
solely for the purpose of administering the Act. Approximately 3,000 new 
adult felony dispositions and 7,500 juvenile petitions result in CCA county 
supervision each year. In addition, the CCA areas supervise thousands of mis
demeanants and serve thousands of cl ients prior to adjudication (e.g., prevention 
and diversion). 

B. Purpose of Evaluating the CCA 

In spite of the vast resources and personnel involved in and affected by 
the CCA, systemat i c i nformat i on on its operat i on and impact is lack i ng. State' 
officials, legislators and county officials who must make decisions on funding 
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and on modifying CCA structure and requirements must have information on \'Jhich 
to base their decisions. The DOC has investigated the Act's impact on 
sentencing patterns and continues to monitor court dispositions, but this informa
tion is not sufficient to provide a ful I understanding of the CCA's impact on 
the Minnesota criminal justice system. Other states have adopted or are con
sidering simi lar legislation. However, information is not avai lable on the Act's 
impact in Minnesota to enable informed decisions in these states. 

The evaluation wi I I attempt to answer three basic questions: I) what does 
,the CCA do?' 2) how much does the CCA cost? and 3) what is the relationship 

between results and costs? The purpose of the evaluation is to provide answers 
to these questions to a variety of audiences. The primary group for whom 
evaluation results are intended are Minnesota pol icymakers such as state legis
lat~rs, the Governor, the Commissioner of Corrections and the Crime Control 
Planning Board. Results wi I I inform this group whether the goals of the Act 
have ber;11 met, whether they can be met, and why they have or have not been met. 

The second recipient of evaluation results is the Department of Corrections 
(DOC) which is responsible for administering the Act. Findings concerning factors 
which have helped or hindered the achievement of the Act's goals can contribute 
to the DOC's role in reviewing local plans, in developing standards, in providing 
technical assistance, and in making budget requests and pol icy recommendations 
to the Governor and the legislature. 

County officials who operate the CCA wil I also benefit from evaluation 
findings, particularly those that ir.dicate how CCA implementation might be 
improved. Suggestions as to the types of organizations, pol icies and service 
del ivery systems that appear to work best can assist county officials in 
developing more efficient community correctional programs. Findings on 
where dollars are going and with what effects can lead to bet-rer-informed 
expenditures. 

Several other groups wi I I benefit from the CCA evaluation. First, non
participating Minnesota counties can learn whether, how, and under what 
conditions the CCA appears to be effective and, therefore, whether joining is 
a wise decision. Second, other states that have adopted or are considering 
similar community corrections legislation can util ize evaluation results. 
These results can contribute to decisions on whether to implement community 
corrections' legislation and also on what combination of elements are likely 
to create the most effective package. 

C. General Evaluation Approach 

An evaluation of the CCA requires two major steps. First, the researchers 
must obtain results which describe the outcomes of the CCA. Second, researchers 
must interpret these results to conclude whether or not the CCA has been 
effective. Without the second step, there would be no evaluation, only 
research. The research staff then must arrive at some set of criteria accord
ing to which they can interpret results and draw conclusions on the effective
ness of the CCA. 
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The s"randard approach to select hese criteria is to specify the 
objectives of the pol icy or program being eval uated. One compares research 
results to stated objectives or intentions and then draws conclusions whether 
the program or pol icy "works", whether it does what it is "supposed" to do, 
whether it is "effective" and so forth. 

Specifying the objectives of the CCA is the first task of the research 
staff but it is far from a simple one. The -first problem is that the Act 
itself is very brief and does not spel lout for us a set of measurable 
objectives. One then turns to original testimony and to those involved in the 
implementation and administration of the Act for suggestions on the Act's 
purpose. The problem here is that the various parties who sought passage of 
t~e CCA and who are currently involved with it may have different interpretations 
as to what its objectives are. If researchers accept al I objectives as equally 
val id, and collect data to assess whether al I objectives are met, resources 
would be spread much too thin. On the other hand, if researchers accept the 
objectives of one special interest, other parties can reject the evaluation 
on the basis that the criteria (i.e. the Act objectives) by which results were 
evaluated were inval id. Finally, a third problem in specifying objectives is 
that pol icies are not unchanging; as conditions change from the CCA's passage, 
new objectives are I ikely to develop and old objectives may be dropped. 

In addressing these problems, the research staf'f firsi- made a distinction 
between objectives and goals. Objectives were conceptual ized as the more 
immed i ate ends that fo I low direct I y from prov i s ions in the Act. Staff viewed 
these objectives as mechanisms to achieve other goals, rather than as ends in 
themselves. Goals are the larger purposes of the pol icy. They are logical 
results of obtaining the objectives. Goals of the CCA were identified by 
asking "why" one would pursue the objectives. The research group went through 
th i s exerc i se of aski ng Il why", asked the "why" quest ion of key state and county 
personnel, and I istened to legislative testimony for impl icit or expl fcit 
answers to the "why" question. The process then was to go from provisions of 
the Act, to identify objectives, to identify goals: 

Act r=::::>.. Obj ect i ves ~ Goa Is 

Thus, if an objective can be traced to the Act and to the pursuit of some larger 
goal, eHorts will be made to include it in the evaluation; if a goal flows 
logical!y from objectives, efforts wil I be made to include it. 

This method for identifying goals and objectives has several advantages. 
First, it provides a justifiable basis to I imit the number of issues investi
gated and, therefore, hel~ to assure that research resources wil I not be 
spread too thin. Second, it avoids the problem of having to select the goals 
or objectives of any particular group or party. The criteria for selecting 
goals and objectives are their logical interconnections and relationships with 
the Act, rather than who or what interest is articulating them. Finally, this 
approach permits the inclusion of goals that may have developed wei I after the 
Act was passed. It does not necessarily tie the evaluation to original 
objectives which may no longer be relevant. 
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In addition, this conceptual ization avoids the necessity of establ ishing 
arbitrary levels of achievement to determine "success". For instance, some 
would argue that to evaluate whether the CCA has led to the retention of more 
offenders in the community requires establishing at the beginning some level of 
increase to indicate when objectives have been met (e.g. retain twenty percent 
more offenders in the community). Since the objectives are means to other ends 
in this conceptual ization, the research results wil I help to establ ish what 
levels of the objectives appear to contribute to the achievement of the major 
goals. These levels need not be arbitrari Iy set at the outset of the evaluation 
but instead become a research issue on which to report findings. 

D. Conceptual Framework 

This section specifies the framework that has resulted from the general 
approach explained in the preceding section. First, three objectives wil I 
be identified. Their connections with Act provisions and their inter
relationships wi II be explained. Second, the goals of the' CCA wi II be identified. 
The assumptions I inking CCA 0bjectives to the attainment of the goals wi I I be 
articulated. A third level of outcomes is specified, and the possibil ity that 
contradictory goals may be being pursued is explained. The conceptual framework 
is outl ined in Figure 1. The interrelationships among Act provIsions, objectives 
and goals which are discussed below are diagr2~med in this figure. 

I. Ob,jectives 

Objectives are conceptual ized as contributing to the goals of the CCA. 
They flow logically from tne Act and can be seen to have a causal relationship 
to the attainment of the throee goals. That is, these objectives are not viewed 
as ends in themselves, but according to the logic of the CCA, contribute to other 
purposes. Investigation of these objectives enables researchers to obtain a 
fuller understanding of what the CCA is doing. Moreover, information on whether 
the objectives are being accompl ished is essential fo~ determining why the 
final goals are or are not attained and for assessing whether they can be 
attained through the mechanisms of the CCA. 

The first category of objectives is conceptual ized as a first step in 
the implementation of the CCA. The CCA requires that participating areas submit 
comprehensive annual plans that must be approved before subsidies are allocated. 
A corrections Advisory Board representing various community and criminal justice 
sectors is responsible for formulating the plan. Assumptions of the CCA are not 
only that planning is a prerequisite for efficient service del ivery but also 
that local planning is optimal. The CCA assumes that local ities, uti I izing a 
broad spectrum of community interests, are in the best position to define their 
correctional needs and to develop solutions. 

The CCA also alters the administration of correctional services. It en
courages the central ization and coordination of local services, intends to 
reduce overlapping correctional jurisdictions (e.g. state vs. local), and 
through spending requirements aims to develop capacities for research 
information and training. It also encourages citizen participation and local 
control of administration. It is apparent that both the planning and 
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administrative capacities are related (each contrjbutes to the other) and 
also.i"hat the planning and administrative capacities are I ikely to affect 
attainment of the next two objectives of actually developing and util izing 
local services. 

Two categor i es of obj ect i ves a re seen to fo I low from t'he Act and from 
the successful development of local planning and administration. First state 
subsidies in conjunction with local planning and administration should facil itate 
t~e.devel~pment and improvement ~f ~ services. Second, the Act provides 
dlSdncentlves (charges) not to send target offenders to state, institutions 
but :0 retain them ~ the community. Also, if local services are developed 
and Improved, they are more I ikely to be used. Thus, target offenders should 
use community alternat!ves to a greater extent and should use state institutions 
to a lesser extent because of the Act. 

2. Goals 

Goa I s of the GGA '.'1ere deve loped when the quest i on of why one wants to 
pursue GGA objectives was asked. It was determined that one might want to 
pursue the GGA objectives for three possible ends -- to save money, to protect 
the publ ic, and/or to encourage appropriate treatment of offenders. 

a. Publ ic Protection 

. The goal of publ ie protection is stated expl icitly in the Act 
and IS ~eneral Iy accepted as a goal of corrections pol icy. The Department of 
Gorr~ctlons, for example, has as its primary mission, the protection of the 
public and. hence the DO~ has an interest in pursuing corrections pol icies that 
I~ad.to this ~nd .. Public pol icy that brings significant risk to society is 
difficult to Justify. 

Two issues need to be.clarified: I) what is meant by public protection? 
and 2) what are the assumptions underlying the Act that support the connection 
~etween :he.GG~ and t~e pursuit of publ ic protection. In addressing these 
Issues, It IS Imperative to remember that discussions relate only to the target 
~roup of the Act. The GGA is not a corrections pol icy for all offenders but 
Instead a pol icy for less serious offenders. There is no reason to bel ieve 
that th~ behavior of more serious offenders should change or that the GGA 
should In any way b~ protecting society from more serious offenders, unless 
of course, the GGA IS found to be diverting serious offenders to the community. 

.There ar~ several ways to view publ ic protection. First, the Act states 
~h~t Its goal I: to protect society ~ effectively. The impl ication of 
~hls stat~ment IS that the less serious offenders treated locally wil I overal I 
e I~ss risk to society than if they were treated elsewhere. Such a view could' 

consider both offender behav~or during supervision as wei I as after release. 
On the other hand, some testimony surrounding GGA passage was less ambitious 
and argues that the target group if treated locally would pose no additional 
t~reat to the commun ity. That is, the target group need not be incarcerated 
since :h~y would not be committing additional crimes during their community 
supervIsion. In addition, others might even argue that society 'is not at risk 
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so long as no major or violent offenses are committed' by the target group during 
their community supervision. Glearly, then, the evaluation of the GGA in terms 
of providing publ ie protection wi II depend in part on how stringent a view of 
protection one takes. 

If the Act is either to protect society more effectively or at least bring 
no more risk to society, there must be some underlying assumptions I inking 
elements of the Act to the achievement of publ ic protection. Again, these 
assumptions hold for the target group of less serious offenders and need not 
hold for the treatment of other offenders. 

The bel ief that the GGA would improve levels of publ ic protection is 
consistent with a philosophy of rehabi litation. Rehabil itation is bel ieved 
to be faci I itated because local correctional services provide more opportunity 
for maintaining fami Iy and community ties and facil itate reintegration into 
community life. Whi Ie most accept the need to incapacitate certain offenders 
or to follow pol icies aimed at deterrence, the premise guiding the GGA is that 
the less serious categories of offenders can and should be rehabi litated and 
that this rehabilitation can best be accomplished in the community. 
Institutional ization for these persons is viewed as potentially corrosive. 
The objectives of improving local services and of keeping and treating offenders 
in the community should contribute to publ ic protection if assumptions of 
rehabi I itation are correct . 

Also, the GGA can be supported simply on the assumption that the target 
group is unl ikely to pose a risk to society during local supervision. One need 
not necessarily assume that any form of treatment/supervision works better than 
any other. From this perspective one only assumes that the target group is 
unl ikely to commit any (or any serious) offenses so, for cost, humanitarian 
or other reasons, it is best to keep them in the community. Thus, the first 
set of assumptions (rehabi I itation) is consistent with a bel ief that the 
publ ic wi I I be better protected through the GGA, while the second assumption 
is consistent with the bel ief that society wi II be at no more risk w.i:l-h the 
GGA. This second position assumes that publ ic protection can be maintained 
even if the objective of retaining offenders in the community is achieved. 

b. Economy 

A second major goal of the GGA is to provide the economical 
del ivery of correctional services. Pol icy that significantly increases cosi"s 
for given levels of protection is unl ikely to be acceptable to the general 
publ ic. As with publ ic protection, economy requires a clear definition and 
an explanation of the underlying assumptions that I ink the Act to the pursuit 
of th i s goa I . 

Economy is taken here to refer to the net costs of a pol icy. An 
assessment of the costs of the GGA must control for factors that might affect 
costs in the absence of the GGA (e.g. inflation, other changes in the criminal 
justice system). It must also carefully consider reduced costs as well as new 
costs. Determining the economy of the GGA is an effort to answer the question, 
"H,oW much does the GGA cost?" As with publ ic protection, however, there is 
some ambiguity whether the Act's intention was in fact to increase economy 
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(reduce costs) or to maintain existing spending levels. The language of the 
Act, "to promote economy", is open to interpretation. 

There are a number of reasons why one might expect the GGA to reduce 
(or at I east not oro increase) costs. It is expected that new costs wi I! be 
inc~rred but ~Iso that there wi I I be significant savings. One major assumption 
underlying the Act is that community services are le:s expe~s~ve than sta!e . 
incarceration. It can be argued that if offenders wIth famIlIes can remaIn In 
the community (objective #3), the fami I ies wi II not require welfare support. 
From a rehabil itative perspective, community treatment is expected to reduce 
offender involvement in the criminal justice system and, therefore, would reduce 
future criminal justice costs. It is also assumed that the organizational 
changes that reduce dupl ication of correctional efforts (objective #1) should, 
in turn, reduce costs. 

An argument frequently heard in discussions of this goal is that economy 
was never "really" a goal of the GGA. The research group believes that economy 
should be included for four reasons. First, cost questions were sal ient factors 
in GCA testimony, and cost arguments, whether bel ieved or not, were used to 
sel I the Act. Second, whi Ie cost questions may not have been primary in 1973, 
they certainiy are in 1979. In the post "proposition 13" era all publ ic 
pol icies and programs are increasingly scrutinized in I ight of costs to the tax
payer. Evaluation results would be outmoded if the research did not incorporate 
contemporary as wei 1 aG original concerns. Third, questions received from 
other states concerning the Minnesota GGA frequently center on what the costs 
have been. Finally, perhaps some reject economy as a goal because of a bel ief 
that the GGA has increased costs. The research staff bel ieves it is an open 
question. While correctional costs have risen, they certainly would have risen 
without the GGA. No one has estimated yet what corrections costs would have been 
without the GGA. 

c. Appropriateness of Offender Sanctions 

The original conceptual framework for the evaluation stopped with 
the goals of publ ic protection and economy and the resulting levels of efficiency. 
The research group and particularly GGA practitioners, however, felt something 
was missing. This something was variously label led "humanitarianism", "humane
ness", "justice", "equity" or "fairness". Although the research group recognized 
this goal was a sal ient factor in CCA passage, it was initially el iminated 
because it appeared unresearchable. However, at the suggestion of the group of 
persons advising the evaluation effort, staff tried to incorporat-e it into the 
framework. It was agreed that while the issue may be difficult to research, its 
inclusion in the conceptual framework enables a more accurate representation 
of the GGA. 

It became apparent that the missing goal related to offenders. Goals of 
publ ic protection and costs are societal goals or what the general publ ie hopes 
to get out of corrections policy. But there is also the perspective of the 
offender to consider. Assumptions of rehabi I itation were originally incorporated 
but even these are concerned more with protecting society than with doing 
"right" things for offenders. As one GGA practitioner frequently pointed out -
if all we cared about were costs and safety, we would throw all offenders into a 
pit. Or, to go one step further, perhaps we would support capital punishment 
for a I I offenders. 

--------
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There is, then, another corrections goal that incorporates an offender 
perspective and needs to be considered in the development of corrections pol icy.l 
After reconstruct i ng arguments sU rround i ng GGA passage, severa I concerns su r
faced. One I ine of argument was that different types of offenders des~rve 
dLfferent sanctions. Serious offenders may deserve institutional izatlon but 
less serious offenders do not. While the rehabi I itation argument suggested 
that a prison environment might make less serious offenders worse, this concern 
is more that it simply is not "right" to subject less serious offenders to the 
severe sanction of prison. Intertwined with this position are notions of equity. 
Each type of offender should receive equal treatment. Because some counties 
lacked alternatlve~ less serious offenders might receive prison sanctions. In 
a neighboring county with a wide range of services, the less serious offender 
might receive non-residential treatment services. 

These various I ines of argument seem to be summarized in the goal of 
"appropriateness of sanctions". The GGA was in part designed to improve local 
services (objective #2) and to 8ncourage the retention of less serious offenders 
in the community (objective #3) so that offenders not deserving of 
institutional ization have appropriate sanctions avai lable. 

3. Outcomes 

In the formulation of pol icy, some persons do not think beyond the 
level of objectives. Others have goals in mind, but rarely does one have the 
time to.think through systematically how objectives and goals interrelate. An 
eValuatIon requires one to reconstruct a logic that may have been implicit but 
probab I y was not art i cu I ated at the time of formu I ati on. An eva I.uati on forces 
one to specify how a pol icy ought to work. 

Although pol icymakers probably stop with goals, it may be useful for the 
research to impose one more logical step -- what are the outcomes that result 
from pursuit of the GGA goals? It wi I I be empirically difficult and perhaps 
impossible to measure the outcomes, but conceptually it may help to further 
articulate what the ends of the GGA may be. And this articulation itself may 
contribute to the more informed formulation of future pol icy. 

Adding another step of outcomes to the conceptual framework appeared 
particularly useful because it highl ights the fact that there may be two sets 
of assumptions underlying the eeA rather than one. And it highl ights the 
possibi I ity that these assumptions might be contradictory. It clarifies to 
po I i cyma kers that there may be cho ices or trade-offs .to be made. 

The two outcomes outl ined in Figure 1 are efficiency and social justice. 
Efficiency represents the taxpayer~ perspective. It is the relationship 
between costs and publ ic protection. How much is the taxpayer getting in 
terms of safety and how much is the taxpayer paying for it? 

An investigation of efficiency would compare levels of publ ic protection 
resulting from the GGA to the total costs of the eGA. One position is that 
efficiency should be increased through the eeA. If so, improvement of 
efficiency requires improvement in at least protection or economy. Efficiency 

1Paul Lerman has noted that this concern remains a societal perspective of what 
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is "right" for offenders. " .. this is a societal interest in providing 'justice l 

independent of the offender's perception." Lerman Correspondence, January 7, 1980 . 
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is improved it one receives more protection per dollar spent with the CCA than 
without the CCA. This situation could result from maintaining publ ic protection 
for less, from improving publ ic protection at roughly the same cost, or from a 
variety of other combinations that result in a higher ratio of protection per 
doll ar. 

A second position, on the other hand, is that efficiency rr,ust only be 
maintained. That is, both publ ic protection and economy must be maintained 
but neither hasro improve. This position is consistent with the assumption 
that community corrections is a more just pol icy and that it should be and 
can be pursued without threatening publ ic protection and economy. An assessment 
of this less stringent objective involves a determination that the ratio of 
protection to costs is no different than prior to the CCA. 

Social justice, on the other hand, represents the balance of societal 
interests (publ ic safety) and offender interests (appropriateness of sanctions). 
There is a sense that justice is not served if offenders are too forcefully 
treated whi Ie the publ ic experiences very I ittle risk. Simi larly, there is a 
sense justice is not served if offenders receive minimal sanctions while the 
publ ic is at great risk. This balance of goals wil I be less straightforward 
than arriving at a ratio of costs to publ ic protection. While justice wil I be 
difficult to assess, including it in the framework forces one to address whether 
and to what extent there are trade-offs between the publ ic and offenders. 

The conceptual framework identifies two outcomes. There is a chain of 
logic I inking the CCA to each outcome. Whether both outcomes can, in fact, be 
achieved is an open question. If all of the assumptions identified above 
should hold, then both outcomes should be attainable. There is, however, a 
position that holds that efficiency and equity (or in this framework, justice) 
are incompatible. The classic urgument can be found in Arthur Okun's 
Equal ity and Efficiency: The Big Trade-Off -- where arguments are presented that 
one generally has to improve one at the expense of the other. Thus, the con
ceptual framework may represent a single set of assumptions which produce two 
outcomes or it may identify two sets of assumptions which produce incompatible 
outcomes. I f the outcomes can be assessed in the ,-esearch, a major contri but ion 
wi I I be to suggest whether and to what extent there is an incompatibi I ity in 
goals and outcomes. 

E. Using the Conceptual Framework for Interpreting 
Results and Developing Recommendations 

10. 

The conceptual framework not only guides the research but provides the 
context for interpreting results. After information is gathered on the objectives 
and goals in each CCA area, researchers must interpret results and build pol icy 
recommendations. There are two major reasons to address the interpretation 
of findings prior to the conduct of research. First, prior specification of 
which results lead to which conclusions and recommendations contributes to the 
objective treatment of findings. If criteria are not establ ished early on, 
there is more leeway to interpret results according to ones own preconceptions 
and biases. Second, this exercise clarifies for the recipients of this evaluation 
the types of (though obviously not the content of) conclusions and recommendations 
that can be expected. 

The framework that spel Is out the logic of the CCA is particularly useful 
in translating results into recommendations. Researchers cannot simply report 
a finding. They must explain what this finding means for the effectiveness 
of the CCA and what pol icy recommendations would follow from the findings. 
By fitting results into the conceptual framework, researchers can observe 
patterns of findings. These patterns can assist in answering the fol lowing 
questions: 

I. CAN the CCA be effect i ve correct ions po I icy? 
2. IS the CCA effective corrections pol icy; to 

what extent? 
3. WHY is the eCA effective or ineffective 

corrections pol Icy? 

The basic point to keep in mind throughout this section is that certain patterns 
of results suggest that the CCA CAN work. Other patterns of results suggest 
the extent to Which the CCA IS working and WHY. 

I. CAN the CCA be Effective Corrections Pol icy~ 

The evaluation wi I I be able to address adequately only whether the 
Minnesota CCA can be effective, not whether community corrections in general can 
be effective. The research cannot probe all the possible variations of community 
corrections and, therefore, cannot provide adequate information on whether 
community corrections as a general approach can be effective. Patterns that 
might indicate the potential effectiveness of community corrections in general, 
however, wi I I be noted. In particular~ the major assumption of a community 
corrections approach is that retaining target offenders in the community can 
promote (or does not threaten) protection, economy and/or appropriateness of 
sanction). The particular Minnesota approach also contains assumptions about 
the importance of local planning and administration and local correctional 
services. At a minimum, results that indicate retention of offenders in the 
community is a prerequisite to improving/maintaining protection, economy and 
appropriateness of sanctions also suggest that community corrections can be 
effective pol icy. 

To ask if the CCA can be effective is to ask if the assumptions behind 
the Act are supported. The Act contains provisions that lead to objectives 
that have been conceptual ized as contributing to the attainment of the primary 
goals of corrections pol icy -- publ ic protectioli, economy and appropriateness 
of sanctions. Whether the CCA can work depends upon whether the community. 
objectives are in real ity associated with the attainment of the major goals. 
The research wi II be designed so that findings can be reported in each CCA area. 
Thus, so long as the assumptions behind the CCA are supported by data from any 
area, one would conclude that the CCA £§D be effective pol icy. 
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The assumptions of the CCA wi II be supported if the objectives at-e found 
to be related to the goals. One would place findings into the conceptual frame
work, observe patterns of which objectives have been attaIned and observe the 
extent of relationships between the objectives and goals. . 

By requiring demonstration of a relationship, researchers at an early 
stage wil I have to set up criteria to determine in how many of the twelve CCA 
areas effectiveness has to be establ ished to conclude there is a tendency for 
the objectives and goals to be related. The problem of digesting findings 
from twelve areas wi II be avoided in the discussion below. The explanations 
that fol low focus on the conclusions to be drawn from patterns in a single 
area (or state-w ide). The actua I i nterpretat i on of find i ngs wi II be somewhat 
more compl icated, however, because of the need to integrate the twelve patterns. 
Interpretation of findings wi I I be further compl icated because with only twelve 

CCA areas there is the potential for more patterns of results than there are 
cases. However, if the CCA is having intended effects, similar patterns of 
results should be beginning to emerge in at least a subset of areas. Different 
results in each area would itself be an indication that the CCA is not having 
intended effects. 

12. 

1 However, the type of relationship one is looking for needs to be clarified first. 
The CCA's objectives could be viewed as necessary causes of the goals, as 
sufficient causes of the goals, or simply as facil itative of (i.e. contributing 

to) the goals. According to standard definitions of logic, a necessary cause 
impl ies that whenever the goals are present, the objectives have to be 
(if Y, then X); a sufficient cause impl ies that whenever the objectives are 
present, the goals have to be (if X, then Y); a facil itative relationship 
impl ies that there is a tendency for objectives to be associated with the goals. 

One must ask first what type of relationship is assumed between the CCA and 
the attainment of the major corrections goals. First, while findings could, 
in fact, suggest that some elements of the CCA lTIay be necessary to bring about 
protection, economy and appropriateness of sanctions, there is no reasoning 
behind the CCA to imply it has to be necessary. The argument is not that the 
CCA is the on Iy way to achieve the major corrections goals. Instead, the argu
ment simply is that the CCA can bring them about. Thus, to conclude that the 
CCA is effective does not require one to demonstrate that the CCA is necessary. 

One must decide, then, whether attainment of the CCA's objectives must be 
shown to be sufficient or simply facil itative. To impose a standard of 
sufficiency (i.e. whenever the objectives are met, the goa'ls have to be) would 
involve imposing a standard far more stringent than is typical in social 
science. Because so many factors affect social outcomes and because research 
can control adequately for only some of them, social science research is 
satisfied to discover relationships that are greater than those I ikely to occur 
by chance. Thus, to conclude that the CCA is effective requires findings 
that demonstrate a tendency for the attainment of the objectives to be 
associated with protection, economy and appropriateness of sanctions. 

~ * _ . .,... .,....--
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The discussions that fol low wil I be simpl ified in two additional ways. 
First, discussions assume that both outcomes are or are not met. The 
possibil ity of incompatible outcomes wil I be discussed in a section below. 
Second, the diagrams wi I lind i cate that a I I three goa I s must be met (or not met) 
for the two outcomes to be achieved (or not achieved). In fact, as the 
methodology sections wi I I elaborate, a decline in some goals could be offset 
by g8 In in others so that the outcomes st i II cou I d be ach I eved. 

Figure 2 contains hypothetical patterns of results that support community 
corrections assumptions and, therefore, support the bel ief that community 
corrections can be effective. The first pattern suggests that all of the 
community objectives contribute to the goals and outcomes, whl Ie the third 
pattern suggests that retaining offenders in the community alone contributes. 
Since al I three patterns of results suggest that community corrections is a 
valid approach, the ensuing pol icy recommendation would be to continue the pol icy. 
If portions of the Minnesota CCA are found to be unnecessary, however, recom
mendations could also include modifications in the legislation. The fourth 
pattern does not disconfirm the assumptions of the CCA -- none of the objectives 
are met and, as one would predict, none of the goals or outcomes are met. We 
cannot know for certain whether the goals would be met if the objectives had 
been. Pol icy recommendations are more difficult to formulate but unless 
community corrections is found to be effective in at ~east one Minnesota CCA 
area, the pol icy probably should be reconsidered since th~ ~ssumptions remain 
uncertain (but not disconfirmed) and the objectives may not be attainable. 

Figure 3 contains hypothetical results that suggest that the logic of 
community corrections is not val id. Either the objectives have been met and 
the goals have not, or vice versa. The CCA cannot be found to be effective 
corrections pol icy unless the objectives are found to contribute to the attain-
ment of the goals. If the objectives are met but the goals are not, the pol icy 
recommendation would be to reconsider a community corr~ctions approach since 
pursuit of publ ic protection, economy and appropriateness of sanctions is primary. 
If goals are met but the community objectives are not, it would appear that a 
community corrections approach does not help nor does it hinder the pursuit of 
protection, e~onomy and appropriateness of sanctions. So long as no alternative 
is proposed as more effective, the pol icy recommendation would be to continuo 
the pol icy as acceptable in Minnesota but not to promote the pol icy elsewhere. 
These results would actually suggest that the major corrections goals are met 
without regard to the CCA. 

Table 1 summarizes the patterns of results that lead to conclusions on 
the CCA's potential effectiveness in pursuing the goals of publ ic protection, 
economy and appropriateness of sanctions. 

2. IS the Minnesota CCA Effective Corrections Pol icy; 
to What Extent? 

This second question is concerned with an assessment of the current 
accompl ishments of the Minnesota CCA. How is it actually working? If there 
are definitive findings that indicate that the eCA cannot work (the question 
above), then this second question is moot -- it does not work if it cannot work. 
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FIGURE 2 - Hypothetical Results Suggesting that the Assumptions Behind the CGA are Supported 
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FIGURE 3 - Hypothetical Results Suggesting that the Assumptions or Community Corrections are not Supported 
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TABLE 1 - Hypothetical Findings and Conclusions Related to 
Whether the CCA Can Be Effect i ve Correct ions Po Ii cy 

Are 
Objectives 
Met? 

YES 

NO 

YES 

NO 

Are 
Goals Met? 

YES 

NO 

NO 

YES 

Can the 
CCA Be 
Effective? 

YES 

UNKNOWN 

NO 

NO 

Why? 

The objectives are 
found to contribute 
to the goa Is. 

The objectives may 
or may not 
contribute but with 
no positive results 
anywhere one cannot 
know for certain. 

The objectives 
do not contribute 
to the goa Is. 

The goals are met 
without regard to 
the CCA. 
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However, if there is evidence that the CCA can work, even in only one county, 
then it is worthwhile to ask further to what extent the Minnesota CCA works. 
This section describes findings that support conclusions on whether the 
Minnesota CCA is effective policy. 

Affirmative answers would be obtained if the goals and objectives al I 
are met. Positive findings in a single county would lead to conclusions ,that 
the Minnesota CCA is at least partially effective. The extent to which the CCA 
works wi) I depend upon three factors. First, the greater the ,level of improve
ment in the goals, the more effective the CCA. Second, the more counties in 
which the CCA is working, the more effective the policy. Third, the more 
objectives that are found to contribute, the more effective is the Minnesota 
variation of community corrections. 

If the goals are not met while only some of the objectives are met, 1 the 
conclusions would be that the CCA is not effective. The degree to which the 
CCA is not working depends upon the extent to which the goals are not met; the 
number of objectives that are not met; and the number of counties in which it 
is not worfdng. 

3. WHY is the Minnesota CCA Effective or Ineffective Policy? 

Evaluation results cannot stop with answering if the Minnesota CCA is 
or is not effective in achieving protection, economy and appropriateness of 
sanctions. Pol icy recommendations cannot be developed without knowing why or 
why not it has been effective. The strategy to probe the reasons for (in)effec
tiveness takes advantage of having results for eleven or twelve areas. If the 
pol icy is working in some areas but not in others, one can investigate what 
differs across the areas that might explain differences in effectiveness. This 
comparative approach may shed I ight on which objectives are most important for 
goal achievement; whether combinations (interactions) of objectives are 
important; and whether certain county characteristics may help or hinder goal 
ach i evement. 

If it is found that the eCA is effective in most areas, then the 
recommendation would be to continue the pol icy and to promote the Minnesota 
model elsewhere. For the areas in which the pol icy may not be working, results 
from the successful areas should provide the basis for recommending changes. If 
it should be found that some objectives may not be necessary for the attainment 
of the major goals, recommendations could contain suggestions for modifying the 
legislation t·o reduce unnecessary portions, at least ones that carry added costs. 

Situations in which the goals are not met wil I be more dIfficult to 
interpret. The strategy wi I I be to look for the objectives that are missing 

1 If none of the objectives are met, the pattern fits into conclusions on whether 
the CCA can be effective. Similarly, if goals are met but the objectives are 

not, the pattern suggests that the goals are met without regard to the CCA. One 
cannot conclude that the CCA is effective since it is found to be unnecessary. 
See the previous section for the interpretation of these patterns. 
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for a clue as to why the major goals may not be attained. Figure 4 provides an 
example of how comparative analysis wi I I assist in discovering reasons for 
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CCA (in)effectiveness. Pattern #1 in that figure suggests that in CCA area A, 
planning and administration have been improved and offenders have been retained 
but services have not been improved. As a result, publ ic protection has been 
found to be threatened. One might conjecture that the sUbsidy provided the area 
has been insufficient to improve services or perhaps the DOC's rules and technical 
assistance have been inadequate. Patterns in other counties can contribute 
to probing why area A's services have not improved and to supporting the 
I ink between improvemen'j- of services and maintaining publ ic protection. Pattern 
#2 in the figure indicates that in CCA area B services were improved and that 
in fact protection, efficiency and justice also were not threatened. What 
then would be the policy recommendation to try to make the CCA work in area A? 
Since the subsidy for area B was sufficient to improve its local services, one 
could compare A's and B's subsidy levels to see if A might need more. If not, 
the I ikely recommendation would focus more on DOC rules and assistance to bring 
A's services up to standards necessary for the attainment of the state's 
correctional goals. 

There are obviously numerous patterns of results that could emerge, 1 

especially when each CCA area is investigated separately. The recommendations 
that wi I I be developed wi II depend in part on the number of areas in which CCA 
effectiveness can be found, the number of objectives that are found difficult 
to attain, and revised estimates of costs (i.e. economy and efficiency) associated 
with proposed CCA modifications to achieve the objectives. 

A summary of the types of recommendations that can fol low from this 
research is contained in Table 2. By asking "can the CCA work?", "is the CCA 
working?" and "why does or does not the CCA work?', the evaluation wi II provide 
findings that can lead to pol icies of continuation, modification, or reconsideration 
of the Act. The conceptual framework that guides the evaluation wil I help to 
interpret findings and suggest logical recommendations. By outl ining at the 
start what types of findings lead to what types of conclusions, the research 
group can ensure the more objective development of pol icy recommendations once 
the results are ~btained. 

4. The Potential Incompatibil ity of Corrections Goals and Outcomes 

The conceptual framework indicates that the logic behind the CCA leads 
to the pursuit of three goals and two outcomes. The balance between goals 
results in the outcomes. That is, the relationship between costs and publ ic 
protection produces efficiency, whi Ie the relationship between publ ic protection 
and appropriateness of offender sanctions produces socia I justice. If both 
outcomes are achieved, then the CCA is effective. If neither outcome is achieved, 
then the CCA is not effective. What is one to conclude, however, if one outcome 
is achieved at the expense of the other? 

1 
As noted on page 12, a flaw in this approach is that there are more potential 
patterns of results than there are cases. 
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If inspection of patterns of results indicates that only one set of 
assumptions is supported (i.e. either assumptions producing efficiency or 
assumptions producing social justice), researchers wi II be I imited in their 
abil ity to answer whether the CCA can be or is effective pol icy. Research 
cannot answer this question because the answer depends upon how each individual 
weights the values of efficiency and social justice. Findings that social 
justice is improved considerably but for a great loss of efficiency would 
indicate CCA effectiveness for the person who values greatly social justice. 
The same findings would indicate ineffectiveness for the person who values 
efficiency. Since, in the language of economists, personal uti I ities (values) 
are noncomparable, the two outcomes cannot be compared to arrive at definitive 
conclusions on CCA effectiveness. 

If there appears to be a trade-off between efficiency and social justice, 
the role of research wi I I be to identify whether there is a trade-off. Research 
may also try to indicate how much of a trade-off there may be. For example, 
is social justice improved with a small or large decrease in efficiency, or 
vice versa? At that point, however, researchers can contribute I ittle to 
policy debates. Deliberations over which values (outcomes) to maximize in 
the formulation of corrections pol icy are not factual arguments. These are 
normative debates which must be left solely to those who influence and shape 
policy. Research can clarify to policymakers whether and, perhaps, to what 
extent there are trade-offs in outcomes but can contrbiute I ittle to the 
ensuing value debate. 

F. Conclusions 

The previous sections have described the conceptual framework developed 
for evaluating the CCA. The framework Identifies three major corrections goals 
(economy, efficiency and appropriateness of sanctions). These goals result in 
the outcomes of efficiency and social justice. It then isolates elements of 
the CCA thai- are assumed to contribute to the major goals (local planning and 
administration, improved corrections services and retention of more offenders 
in the commun i ty). The framework organ i zes the research but a I so has ot,her 
uses. It assists in interpreting what types of results lead to what types of 
conclusions on the effectiveness of the CCA. In addition, it can assist one 
in developing recommendations that fol low logically from these conclusions. 

A final point should be stressed, particularly for the CCA county 
personnel who have an obvious interest in this evaluation. The research wi II, 
whenever' possible, provide data and findings at the county or eCA area level. 
Conclusions wi I I be drawn not only on the effectiveness of the CCA state-wide 
but also at the local level. Areas in which the CCA may operate wei I wil I not 
be masked by those in which it may not. 

There are two reasons for highl ighting and uti I izing county variation. 
First, useful pol icy recommendations cannot be made unless we can understand why 
the CCA is or is not effective. One way to probe this question is to look at 
county variations to discover what elements are present (or absent) in the 
areas in which the CCA is most (or least) effective. In addition, one audience 
for this evaluation consists of the county personnel involved in the CCA. 
State-wide data and findings are of less use to county personnel who must make 
local decisions than are county-level data and findings. 
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TABLE 2 - Summary of Hypothetical Findings and Resulting 
Po I iCy Recommend at ions 

(f) 
(.') 
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IS THE CCA -
LL 

EFFECTIVE -1 

POLICY? <:( 
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'J.J 
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n.. 
>-:r: 

(f) 
w 
>-

CAN THE CCA BE EFFECTIVE POLICY? 

HYPOTHETICAL FINnlNGS 

YES 

CONTINUE CCA or 
elements that 
are effective 

IMPROVE the CCA based on 
~he findings on WHY the 
~CA is not effective 

bR 

RECONSIDER the CCA if it 
is not effective ih most 

a~reas or if it has not 
zpeen successfu lin 
~ttaining most of the 
objectives* 

~The actual criteria to 
distinguish findings 
that lead to policies of 
improvement or recon
sideration must be 
establ ished prior to 
obtaining results. 

NO 

(log i ca II y 
impossible 
combination) 

RECONSIDER the CCA 
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A. Introduction 

The methodology sections that follow spei lout the detai Is of the research 
that wil I be conducted to assess the extent to which the objectives and goals 
of the eCA have been met. The conceptual framework outlined in the previous 
section identlfied the important objectives and goals to study and hypothesized 
how they should relate according to the assumptIons of the CCA. Before one can 
proceed to assess whether the CCA Is effective corrections policy (that is, 
whether and to what extent the logic of the CCA outl ined in the conceptual frame
work is supported), each cf the objectives and goals must be studied separately. 
The methodology sections below address whether the individual objectives and 
goals have been attained. The final step wi I I be to inspect the results to 
determine whether the relationships hypothesized in the conceptual framework 
obtain. 

The key to studying each of the objectives and goals is to identify change 
that has occurred and to determine whether that change can be attributed to 
the CCA. For instance, in evaluating whether the CCA has led to improved 
corrections services in the community, one must grapple with two issues. First, 
one must be able to measure how much change has occurred. Second, one must 
determine whether and to what extent the change can be attributed to the CCA. 
This latter issue has to do with control I ing for factors other than the CCA that 
might be affecting our measures of objectives. If one finds that services have 
increased, one cannot val idly conclude that the CCA has been effective until it 
can be demonstrated with some confidence that other factors have not caused the 
increase. 

One adopts a research design to control for known and unknown factors that 
may be influencing outcomes. An experimental design is the strongest in that 
it can control for the most factors. Experimental designs incorporate 
observations on groups or individuals that receive a treatment (experimental 
group) and on those that do not (contro I group) both before and after treatment. 
Random assignment to the experimental and control groups assures that changes 
observed in the experimental group but not in the control group can be attributed 
to the treatment rather than to characteristics of or other factors influencing 
the experimental group. The standard notation of an experimental design is: 

Experimental Group R 01 X 02 

Control Group 

where, 
R = 
°1 = 
°2 = 
X = 

random assignment 

pre-test 

post-test 
treatment about which one 
wants to infer an effect 
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Because random assignment is rarely feasible in social science research, 
experimental designs generally are not feasible. For example, we cannot 
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randomly assign Minnesota counties into groups of CCA participants and non
participants. Instead, counties have chosen whether or not to join the CCA. 
The research must deal with the pre-determined groups of CCA participants and 
non-participants. The strategy, then, is to adopt a design that is the strongest 
feasible given the questions being asked, the data available and resource 
constraints. 1 

There are three basic designs that wi I I be employed in the evaluation of 
the CCA. These designs are chosen expl icitly to achieve as much control as 
possible over non-CCA variables given the data and resources available to the 
research group. These three types of design are explained here so that details 
of the designs need not be repeated in the sections that fol low. 

I. Multiple Time-Series Design 

One of the strongest designs that can be used with data available on 
the CCA is a multiple time-series design. One plots observations on a variable 
for a series of periods before and after CCA entry. If a change occurs and is 
maintained after CCA entry, one can infer that the change is due to the CCA 
and not to a general trend that has been occurring or to a deviant year before 
or after entry. 

Unless one has a comparison or control group, however, there remain 
several possibi I ities that could explain the change other than the CCA. One 
rival explanation is that some other event occurring at the same time causes 
changes in the series rather than the CCA itself (history). Another possibi I ity 
is that changes would have occurred anyway in normal development at the county 
level (maturation). Also, one might argue that it is characteristics of the 
counties that join CCA or characteristics in interaction with the CCA that 
causes changes that have been observed (selection and selection-maturation). 
If one can incorporate a control or comparison group, these rival explanations 
can be control led and the inferences on the effects of the CCA, therefore, 
would be stronger. 

Two strategies wil I be employed to incorporate comparison county data. 
First, for some issues on which data are available for al I counties (e.g. 
commitment rates, arrests), each CCA county wi I I be compared to pooled non-CCA 
counties to control for the effects of non-CCA variables. An alternative would 
be to match each CCA area to a similar non-CCA county(ies) to assess whether 
changes occurring in the CCA area are also occurring in the matched areas. A 
matching process, however, assumes that the researcher can identify the vari
ables that require control and hence the variables on which one would match. 

lStandard discussions of research designs can be found in Donald T. Campbel I 
and Jul ian T. Stanley, Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Designs for Research, 
Ch i cago: Rand McNa I I y, 1963; Thomas D. Cook a nd Dona I d T. Campbe I I, "The 
Design and Conduct of Quasi-Experiments and True Experiments in Field Settings," 
in M. D. Dunnette, ed., Handbook of Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 
Chicago: Rand McNally, 1970, pp. 223-326. 
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Because there is I ikely to be error in identifying these variables as wei I as 
imperfections in the matching, it was decided that pooled non-CCA data would 
provide n better reference point for judging what Is happening state-wide without 
the CCA. Poo I I ng the data wi II, of course, wash oui- the effects of extreme or 
deviant counties. In general, this effect is desirable. However, if a subset 
of counties most similar to the CCA area being studied consistently exhibit extreme 
values the pool ing process would lose this information. To the extent possible, 
a~a!ysts will inspect individual non-CCA county data that appear intuitively 
simi lar to CCA counties to assess the possibi I ity that the pool ing of non-CCA 
data is providing an inaccurate comparison. 

Sixty counties have not joined the CCA as of 1979. Data on these sixty 
~ounties would be pooled and plotted and would serve as a reference point to 
Judge trends occurring in a CCA area. Consider the example in Figure 5. The 
time series of CCA area A is compared to the time series of al I non-CCA areas. 
If a change occurs between 03 and 04 (CCA entry date) in CCA area A but not in the 
non-CCA counties, one would infer that the CCA has caused the change. Simi larly, 
for CCA area B one looks for changes between 05 and 06 to assess whether the CCA 
or other factors are bringing about a change. These comparisons would be done for 
each CCA area except Ramsey and Hennepin for which non-CCA counties are entirely 
non-comparable. Ramsey and Hennepin would be compared to each other fol lowina 
the second strategy discussed below. v 

FIGURE 5: Strategy for Comparing CCA Counties to Pooled Non-CCA Counties 
CCA Area A °1 02 03 X 04 05 06 07 
Pool ed Non-
CCA Counties 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 

CCA Area B °1 °2 03 04 05 X 06 07 
Poo led Non-
CCA Counties 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 

where ° = observat ions 
X = CCA entry 

Most of the data for this evaluation are not readi Iy available and wi I I 
require special data collection. It would be much too costly to collect data 
on al I counties and generally would be too costly to collect data even for a 
few non-CCA counties. Resources wi II be consumed obtaining information only 
on CCA cJunties. However, because counties join the CCA over a period of five 
years, some comparisons can be incorporated into the design. The second basic 
strategy to incorporate comparison county data, then, is to uti I ize other CCA 
counties with differing entry dates. 

Differing entry dates can be util ized in a couple of ways. First, one 
can simply plot the various eCA area time series to see if there is a tendency 
for changes to occur after entry rather than after specific years (see 
Figure 6). It is unl ikely that some event other than CCA that might affect the 
serie7 would occur simultaneously with CCA entry in all counties. For example, 
one might argue that a change in philosophy supporting the use of local re-
habi I itation rather than the CCA itself has increased the use of local alternatives. 
If this phi losophy changes around 1974-75, the change might confound the effect 
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of the CGA for those counties joining in 1974-75, but would cause a change in 
the time series of the remaining counties prior to their entry dates. Thus, 
differing entry dates help to con-rrol for the rival explanations of history and 
maturation. 

In additicn, one can compare each CCA area to a set of areas joinlr'lg at 
other times to assess whether changes are I ikely due to the CCA or to other 
state-wide trends. This procedure Is outl ined in Figure 7. In these com
parisons, Ramsey and Hennepin wi I I be treated separately. Since their entry 
dates differ by four years, the pre-entry series of Hennepin can be used as a 
comparison for Ramsey, while the post-entry series of Ramsey can be used as a 
comparison for Hennepin. These comparisons wi I I suggest whether factors other 
than CCA might be affecting the time series of large metropolitan counties. 
Comparisons would be made as fol lows: 

Ramsey °1 02 03 X 04 05 06 °7 °8 (ear I y entrant) 

Hennepin °1 02 03 04 05 06 X 07 08 
( I ate en-l rant) 

where X = CCA entry date 
and ° = observations 
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Both counties JOin the CCA but entry dates differ. 
late entrant (Hennepin) serves as a control county 
If Ramsey's time series changes with CCA entry but 
for Hennepin between 03 and 04, then one can infer 
change. Similarly, the post-entry observations of 
assessing the impact of CCA entry on Hennepin. 

The pre-entry series of the 
for the early entrant (Ramsey). 
no comparable change occurs 
that CCA entry stimulated the 
Ramsey serve as controls for 

The next step is to choose comparisons for the remaining CCA areas. For 
reasons mentioned above, it was decided not to match counties on an individual 
basis. Sets of counties emerge in Figure 7, however, as logical comparisons. 
Three sets of counties stand out -- early joiners (about 1974), middle joiners 
(about 1976) and late joiners (about 1978). One could break the time series of 
the three late joiners at 1974 and use their pooled data as a comparison for 
Dodge-Fillmore-Olmsted and Crow Wing-Morrison. Simi larly, one could break the 
time series of the early joiners at 1978 and use their pooled data as a compari
son for the late joiners. The comparison counties, while not meant to be ideal 
matches, provide a reference point to judge whether changes found in a CCA county 
appear to be occurring in another set of non-CCA counties. 

The middle-joiners are somewhat problematic. Comparisons to either 
the early or late joiners are more open to interpretation because entry dates 
are fairly close. For example, if a change found at CCA entry in the middle 
joiners is also found in the late joiners at approximately the same time (i.e. 
about 1976), one would want to infer that the change found in the CCA area is in 
fact not due to the CCA. However, one might argue that since 1976 is so close 
to the actual entry of the late joiners, that the change found in the latter 
group are ant i c i patory changes. I n other words, preparl ng for CCA entry has 
stimulated changes so, in fact, CCA Is c<lusing the changes discovered. The 
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inference of no eeA effect would have been incorrect. Similarly, if comparable 
changes are found in the middle and early joiners about 1976, the changes in 
the early joiners might be delayed eeA effects. The general problem of 
anticipatory and delayed effects is discussed shortly. It is mentioned here as 
a special problem to consider when comparing the middle joiners to either the 
early or late joiners. 

These two strategies of incorporating comparison counties rely on pooled 
data because of I ikely imperfections in matching. In al I cases, however, the 
counties whose data are pooled wil I be investigated separately to ensure that 
a few extreme counties are not creating or masking differences. Also, Ramsey 
and Hennepin wil I always be treated separately. Since these two counties are 
unique in their size and urban nature, there are no adequate comparisons for 
them. Also, if Ramsey and Hennepin data were pooled with other county data, 
thE3 i r large size wou I d determ i ne resu Its. 

When interpreting multiple time-series designs, researchers must be 
attentive to two phenomena. First, it is possible that eeA entry has delayed 
effects. The first few years after entry may be consumed by reorganizations 
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and reorientation so that effects may not show up for several years. Researchers 
should scrutinize carefully the time series of the early joiners to see if there 
is evidence of delayed effects. If so, any findings of no effect in the late 
joining counties should be qual ified. Given more "rime, effects may well begin 
to amerge. 

An opposite phenomenon relates to anticipatory effects. The argument 
here is that counties begin to change prior to entry as they prepare for entry. 
If such a phenomenon were occurring it would reduce the util ity of late joiners 
as comparisons and would reduce the magnitude of post-entry effects in al I eeA 
counties. While the time series should be 100k3d at carefully to discern such 
a phenomenon, there are probiems in accepting it as a confounding factor masking 
"real" eeA effects. This is an evaluation of the eeA which contains provisions 
(e.g. charges and subsidies) to bring about changes. While some anticipatory 
activity may commence prior to entry, to argue that changes occur prior to 
entry is to argue that the eeA provisions (e.g. charges and subsidies) are 
unnecessary to promote community corrections. 

A final point related to the use of the multiple time-series design 
concerns" use of statistical tests to infer whether changes occurring after 
eeA entry w(e "significant", i.e. I ikely to have occurred by chance. The 
research designs below wil I indicate if statistical tests are aPpropriate. In 
general, there wil I be too few observations before and ~fter entry to support 
tests of significance. A visual inspection of the time serfes, however, 
remains a powerful tool 'to detect changes brought about by the eeA: 

We want to advocate the use of time-series designs even 
when no statistical test of the hypothesis can be carried 
out. In such a case, we consider it useful to plot the 
data e'i1d to "eye-ball" whether there Is a discontinuity 
in the time trend that cannot be readily explained in 
terms of the continuation of trends that are observable 
in the. pretest time series, or in te,~s of statistical 
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regression fol lowing from a deviantly low, score just 
before the treatment is introduced. The most important 
feature of time-series designs is that there be a 
suff!c!ent number,of pretest data points covering a 
sufficiently extended time period so that al I plausible 
patterns of variation can be ascertained. While it is 
undoubtedly advantageous also to be able to test whether 
an observed discontinuity at the ti~~ of tr~atment can 
or cannot be plausibly crr"rrlbu"red to chance, it should 
not be forgotten that chah(~EI I s on I y one of many 
a I ternat I ve I nterpretat I 0,':' s that has to be ru I ed out. 
It would be a shame if tl~~-serles designs were not used 
because of "too few observa"rJons for sensitive statistical 
ana I ys is. " Even without "rests of sign if i cance, they 
represent c powerful gain over designs with only one pre
treatment observation. 1 

2. Pre-Test, Post-Test Design 

. For some variables it is impossible to collect data at a series of 
Intervals. Instead, we often have available only summary measures before and 
after CCA entry or Lingle observations before and after entry. A comparison 
of pre~ and post-CCA measures sti II enables one to pick up changes that are 
occurrl~g, bu"t- !he.design is :omewhat weaker than the time-series design. 
In particular, It IS not possible to know if the changes before and after 
entry ~re due to some trend that has been occurring independently of the CCA. 
Also,. If t~e p~e-CCA or post-CCA observation is based on one year, one cannot 
know If this Single observation is deviantly high or low. If other pre- or 
post-CCA years had been selected, different patterns might have emerged. 

~ust as th~ time-series design can be strengthened by incorporating 
co~pa~lson.countJes~ :0 can the basic pre-test post-test design. Comparison 
cou~tlei WI I I be uti I Ized in this design as explained for the time-series 
deSign. The use of comparison data helps to rule out the possibll ity that 
the changes observed in CCA areas are due to factors other than CCA, i.e. that 
the changes w~uld h~ve occurred anyway without the CCA. The standard pre-test 
post-test deSign, with a comparison group is depicted as follows: 

eCA County °1 X °2 
Non-CCA County °1 °2 

where ° = observations 
and X = entry 

1 
Cook and Ca:l1pbell, QQ..!~., pp. 275-276. 

2When agg~egating pre/post.o?servations, one should el lminate post~CCA 
ob:ervat~ons of the late J~I~ers when used as comparisons and the pre~,CCA 
ob~ervatlons of the early JOiners when used as comparisons to ensure that 
changes due to the CCA are not included in the comparison county data In 
other words, for the comparison data to serve as accurate controls they 
should not be contaminated by the comparison county's CCA entry. I 
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If a change occurs in the CCA county between time 1 and time 2 but not in the 
non-CCA counties, one would infer that the CCA has brought about the change. 

3. Statistical Controls 

The purpose of a research design is to enable one to infer that some 
factor (e.g. CCA) causes a change. A design can strengthen this inference to 
the degree it can rule out the plausibil ity that other factors are causing the 
observed change. An alternative approach is to control these "other" variables 
statistically. That is, does one variable relate to another variable when 
others are statistically control led. The basic procedure is to isolate a set 
of independent variables and assess the extent to which they relate to a 
dependent variable one is trying to explain. For example, consider a regression 
mode I : 

a + bl XI + b2 X2 + b3 X3 + e = y 
where X = the independent variables that affect Y 

n 
Y = the dependent variable being explained 

bn= the coefficient that indicates how much 
X contributes to Y 

e = error term 
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Suppose we want to assess whether trce CCA affects the type of sanet ions ordered, 
We want to control for the possibi I ity that changes in sanctions are actually 
being affected by the nature of the offender population. Assuming these variables 
could be measured and that we could have enough observations, the equatlon might 
appear as follows: 

a + bICCA/Non-CCA + b2 seriousness of past history 

+ b3 seriousness of current offenses + e = type of sanction 

If the CCA incentives to retain offenders in the community are affecting 
sanctions, then the coefficient associated with i'he CCA variable (XI) would 
indicate this. The coefficient would be insignificant, however, if sanctions 
are affected primari Iy by characteristics of the offenders (X2 and X3). 

There are many statistical techniques of this basic genre that could be 
developed to achieve controls. Several problems limit their uti I ity for this 
evaluation, however. First, one must be able to identify the relevant factors 
that need to be control led. These may not always be obvious. Second, one must 
be able to measure these variables. Resource limitations preclude the possibi I ity 
of collecting data on many of these control variables. Third, statistical 
analyses require many cases. When the units of analysis are twelve CCA areas, 
or perhaps several years pre- and post-CCA entry, statistical analyses are not 
feasible. For these reasons, then, statistical controls can only be used in 
portions of the evaluation that uti I ize large samples of offenders on whom we 
are able to measure relevant control variables. 

, 
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B. Evaluation of Improved Corrections Planning and Administration 

I. I ntroduct ion 

The conceptual overview for this evaluation effort identifies three 
objectives of the CCA. The relationships among objectives are such that 
attainment of one objective contributes both to attainment of other objectives 
and to the attainment of the goals of the Community Corrections Act (Figure I). 
The objective "to improve planning and administration" derives from the 
organizational requirements of the Act. Thus, the term "administration", in 
the bro~dest sense, refers to that set of coordinated and collaborative actions, 
centralized at the local level, that yields the effective and efficient 
implementation of the CCA. Specifically, the objective aims to effect the 
emergence of local corrections organizations that manage implementation of the 
CCA. Consequently, an evaluation of attainment of the CCA objective must 
appraise aspects or dimensions of local corrections organizations. 

32. 

Within the I iterature on formal organizations, the aspects of organizations 
which are employed to define and evaluate those organizations are quite varied. 
In th~ maln, however,.the.aspects are categorically related to structure and 
function. The organlzEtlOnal functions of research, tr'aining, planning, and 
budgeting have been selected as subject matter for evaluation of local community 
corrections organizations because their conduct is del ineated within the CCA 
rules promulgated. With respect to organizational structure, many aspects of 
corrections organization might have been examined; however, because of its 
common a I ity ~cross the I iterature pertaining to formal organizations, 
organizational interaction has been selected as the aspect of organizational 
:tructur~ that wil I be scrutinized. To elaborate, with respect to organizational 
Interaction, behavior patterns among group members define functional roles and 
~esponsib~1 ities. Relatively stable patterns of roles and responsibi I ities 
In turn dictate the structure of organizations. Measures which reflect behavior 
patterns among group members are va! id indicators of organizational structure' 
and analysis.and evaluation of such measures constitutes one type of appraisal 
of organizational structure. Here, evaluation of the organizational structure 
of local community corrections organizations wi I I involve examination of 
constructs representing patterns of behavior among individuals involved in 
community corrections organizations at the local level. 

In total, then, the first section of the evaluation of the Community 
Corrections Act wi I I address local corrections organization specifically, 
the organizational functions of research, training, plannin~ and budgeting; 
and organ izat iona I structure as represented hy patterns of behavior among 
individuals involved in local community corrections organizations. 

lRichard H. Hal I, Organizations: Structure and Process, Second edition, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., (Englewood CI iffs, N. J.: 1977); James Thompson, 
Q.[,ganizations in Action, McGraw-Hi II (New York: 1967); Shirley Terreberry, 
liThe Evolution of Organizational Environments," Administrative Science 
Quarterl y 12, (March, 1969), 
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2. Strategies for,Evaluation of Local Corrections Organization 

In choosing an evaluation strategy, a primary consideration is 
information need. Within a pol icy-making context, attention is directed to 
the kinds of information most useful to decision makers in their appraisal of 
the Community Corrections Act as a component of publ ic corrections pol icy. 
The criteria of effort and effectiveness are commonly utilized in evaluation 
of publ ic pol icy. 1 For the evaluation of structure and functions within local 
corrections organizations, three strategies wi II be adopted which wi I I util ize 
these evaluation criteria: 

I. First, the quantity and quality of the activity that 
has taken place with respect to the organizational 
functions of research, training, planning and budget
ing wi I I be assessed. Evaluation of quantity and 
qual ity of the CCA functions del ineated represents 
appraisal of organizational effort or input. 

2. Second, the products and results observed through 
the execution of these functions wi I I be explored. 
EValuation of products/results attained is 
evaluation of organizational effectiveness-
organi7.ational output, or what the local 
corrections organizations have accompl ished. 

3. Finally, constructs reflecting behavior patterns 
representative of local CCA organizational 
structure wi I I be examined. Evaluation of 
organizational structure, as indicated by construct 
measurement and appraisal, also is evaluation 
of organizational output. It is assessment of 
organizational output because it wi I I judge the 
extent or degree to which organizations, defined 
in terms of structu re, have evo I ved to manage 
imp I ementat ion of -t-he CCA. 

33. 

Factors affecting either the number of or qual ity of the organizational 
functions outl ined wi I I be explored as aspects of the first two evaluation 
strategies. This is the case because such factors maintain the potential either 
to faci I itate or hinder the execution of the functions, ultimately affecting 
organizational input as well as output. Consequently, in order to describe 
or explain functional input and output in a comprehensive manner, the 
following question wi II be answered: What problems or issues exist with respect 
to the organizational functions of research, training, planning and budgeting? 
Further, in an attempt to identify actions that might be undertaken to 
improve levels of effort expended or effectiveness achieved, another question 

1 Edward A. Suchman, Evaluative Research, Principles and Practices in Publ ic 
Service and Social Action Programs, Russel I Sage Foundation (New York: 1967), 
pp. 61-63. 
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wi II be exp lored: What recommendat ions for change l!L these four organ izat iona I 
functions can be made? -----

With respect to the third evaluation strategy, it must be pointed out 
that, although the literature on organizational theory abounds with anecdotal 
description or explanation, few empirical methods have been appl ied to yield 
objective measures of organizational structure.· In a doctoral dissertation, 
McCann has derived constructs representing the structure of organ izations 
that are based upon the perceptions of the behavior of significant individuals 
in those organizations. 1 Although the constructs wi II not be fully described 
here, they include dimensions such as coordination satisfaction, organizational 
legitimacy and organizational viabi I ity.2 McCann's work was, in part, done 
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using individuals in the local corrections organizations that comprise Minnesota's 
community corrections network. Consequently, it wi I I be possible in the third 
evaluation strategy to attempt to repl icate and further uti I ize McCann's 
original work (using an expa1ded data set, however). Assessment of where 
local community corrections organizations fal I on the constructs examined 
relative to the maximum value of the constructs wi II constitute appraisal of 
organizational performance, or organizational output. Finally, taking a given 
corrections organization as an entity, it follows that the same types of 
questions posed about organ izational fUnctions can be directly appl ied. It is, 
for example, logical to ask what the accompl ishments or achievements of a local 
corrections organization are; what problems or Issues exist with respect to the 
organizations, and what changes can be recommended to improve the functioning of 
an organization. These kinds of information wi I I augment appraisal of 
organizational structure within the third evaluation strategy. 

3. Methods of Data Collection and Data Sources 

A I I data co II ected wi I I i nvo I ve two data sou rces:' I) comprehens i ve 
plans; and/or 2) individuals involved in the CCA at the local levels (CCA 
administrators and staff, advisory board membors, probation and parol~ officers, 
and CCA spec i a lists). 

lJoseph McCann, "Developing Interorganizational Domains: Concepts and 
Practice," Unpubl ished ,Doctoral Dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 
Philadelphia, August, 1980. 

2Coordination satisfaction refers to extent of satisfaction with collaborative 
efforts undertaken by individuals involved in CCA at the local level. 

Organizational legitimacy refers to the degree of concensus about organizational 
responsibil ities, clarity of incentives, importance of the situation, and 
agreement· about what constitutes an ideal situation for an organization. 

Organizational viabi I ity refers to degree of concensus that an organization 
is able to accompl ish what It sets out to accompl ish, that individuals 
involved in the organization are wil I ing to create shared strategies, and 
agreement that a current course of action is appropriate. 
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A survey methodology wi II be employed to secure the judgments and 
attitudes of individuals involved in the eCA at the local level. The first 
of the data collection instruments used wi II include structured items related 
to: I) functions of local corrections organizations (research, training, 
planning, budgeting); 2) qualitative aspects of these functions (e.g., timeli
ness, overal I qual ity, clarity); and 3)constructs representing organizational 
structure (e.g., organizational legitmacy and viabi I ity). Form A wi I I be 
administered by mail survey to CCA administrators, eCA staff, advisory board 
me~bers, CCA special ists and probation and par.ole officers. 

Form B is the second questionnaire that wi I I be used and wi I I also be 
administered as a mail survey. Form D wi I I consist of open-ended items 
pertaining to: I) accompl ishments and achievements observed across research, 
training, planning and budgeting functions, and observ·ed within the local CCA 
organization; 2) changes occurring within the functions since a county joined 
the Community Correct'ions Act; 3) problems and issues pertaining to the 
fUnctions or facing the local organization; and 4) recommendations for change 
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in the functions and in the local CCA organization. Form B wi" be administered 
to CCA administrators and staff, CCA special ists, and some advisory board 
members. Form B wi II not be admin istered to all advisory board members because 
the items in it are open-ended and the instrument wi I I take approximately two 
hours to complete. It was thought that the response rate to Form B would be 
unacceptably low given the time requirement for completion. Thus, Form B wi II 
be administered to a subset of advisory board members. The advisory board 
members to whom Form B wi I I be sent wil I be nominated by CCA administrators 
and CCA special isis, either because they represent divergent viewpoints of 
individuals involved in local CCA organizations, or because they are thoroughly 
knowledgeable about the functioning of the local CCA organizations. The set 
of items comprising Form A and Form B and information in the comprehensive 
plans wil I provide al I data necessary to implement the evaluation strategies. 
del i neated. 

4. Evaluation Design 

As previously discussed, a multiple time-series design wi I I be 
appropriate to much of the analysis that wi I I be carried out in the evaluation 
of the Community Corrections Act. For this section of i-he evaluation, however" 
it is a posttest (only) design that is appropriate for the analysis of local 
CCA organizations. The rationale for employing a posttest design is straight
forward. Local CCA organizations evolve only after a county or multi-
county unit enters the Community Corrections Act. The organizational structures 
of corrections organizations and groups that existed prior to and contempor
aneously with the local CCA organizations are not relevant. What is of interest 
is the extent to which local community corrections organizations have evolved, 
that is to say, the extent to which organization structures measured in terms 
of organizational functions and structure have developed subsequent to CCA entry. 

5. Analytical Scheme and Reporting Format 

For the eva I uai-ion strategies as a whole j , the analyses employed wi II 
yield estimates of effort and/or effectiveness for: I) the organizational 
fUnctions of research, training, planning and budgeting; and 2) organizational 
structure measured in terms of constructs such as coordination satisfaction, 
organizational legitimacy and organizational viabi I ity. 
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Measures of effort will include the numbers of and kinds of activities 
that take place within each organizational function. Other measures of effort 
wi II be ratings of: I) qual ity of organizational functions based on 5-point 
Likert-type items (for example, items A2f, A3d); 2) usefulness of organiza
tional functions (items A2b, A3b, A4b); and 5) comprehensiveness of the 
organizational functions/related products (items Alc, AId, Ale).1 The measures 
of effectiveness of organizational functions wil I be the numbers by types of 
achievements and accompl ishments of the organizational fUnctions (items 81, 
85, 89, 813).2 Additional qual itative measures of effectiveness or performance 
are the number.s and kinds of: I) problems and issues pertaining to organiza
tional functions (items 83, 87,81 I, 815); 2) changes in the fUnctions observed 
subsequent to CCA entry (items 82, 86, 810,814); and 3) recommended changes in 
the functions (items 84, 88, 812, 816). 

For the most part, only descriptive statistics such as means, standard 
deviations, and frequency distributions, wi I I be employed in analyzing data 
pertaining to organizational fUnctions. 

The reporting format that wi II be used with respect to the organizational 
functions examined is as follows: 

I. Enumeration of accompl ishments and achievements, and changes 
since CCA entry including pertinent frequency distributions 
and noteworthy examples. 

2. Ratings of effectiveness and qual ity, presented in tabular 
form, and reported either by or across local CCA organizations.3 

3. Enumeration and discussion of problems and issues, including 
frequency distributions of the same if appl icable. 

4. Enumeration and discussion of recommended changes with respect 
to implementation of the functions; frequency distributions 
of recommended changes by fUnction wi II be prepared as 
warranted. 

AI I of the above types of information and data wil I be integrated into a single 
narrative addressing functions of local CCA organizations. 

1 Items pref ixed with the I etter "A" refer to items in Form A of the survey 
instruments. 

21tems prefixed with the letter "8" refer to items in Form 8 of the survey 
in st ruments . 

3 
Mean rating scores, variances, standard deviations and response distributions 
wil I be incorporated in the tables, as warranted. 

---------
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The analysis of organizational structure wil I b~ a two-s~ep process: 
First, responses to or ratings based upon the F~rm A Items haVing to do with 
McCann's structural dimensions (items A5-A21) WI I I be factor analyzed to 
determine the reI iabi I ity of that researcher's initial constructs. The. 
correlation matrix from the data set wi /I be factor analyzed by the baslc
structure-successive f~ctor method with varimax rotation~ 1 using squ~red 
multiple correlation communal ity estimates. 2 An adaptation of the X goodness 
of fit test for the factor model wil I be computed for the factors extracted 
in the analysis. 

If results indicate that the factors McCann observed are stable,3 then, 
as a second stage of the analysis, computed variables base~ upon the. 
individual questionnaire items comprising ~ach construct wll I be derived !o 
yield performance measures. Other measures of organizational structure WI ~ I 
be computed from ratio variables defined as the ratio of the.observe~ combined 
rating on each construct/factor to the maximum possible c~mblned rating on 
each construct. 4 These ratio variables wi I I be used to Yield performance 
measures or measures of effectiveness since they can ra~ge from -::ero to one 
an undefined level of the dimension examined to the maximum pos:lble lev~1 of 
the dimension. Ratios approximately 1.00 are closer to the maximum ~osslble 
level of the dimension and, hence, wi I I be interpreted as representing the 
highest level of organizational structure possible. 

Data and information about the achievements of local CCA organizations, 
problems and issues,and recommendations for change wi II be added meas~res 
of effectiveness and wi! I be combined with data from the computed variables 
and the ratio variables. 

Descriptive statistics such as means and standar~ deviations w~1 I be 
calculated for each construct (dimension), as wi II ratios or propor!lo~s 
representing the extent to which each dimension has been achieved within local 
community corrections organizations. 

The reporting format that wi I I be employed wil I consist of: 

I. Enumeration of achievements and accompl ishments of local 
corrections organizations, including frequency 
distributions as needed. 

lPaul Horst, Factor Analysis of Data Matrices, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
(New York: 1965) . 

2H. H. Harman, Modern Factor Analysis, Revised Second Edition, Un iversity of 
Chicago Press (Chicago: 1969). 

of a 3There is indication that McCann's factors may not be stable because 
systematic bias in the data set that was attributable to the use of a 
possibly non-representative sample of CCA stakeholders. 

~ combined rating is the sum of individual ratings across the variables 
or items that comprise each factor, or construct. 
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2. Combined ratings across variables or items comprising 
each factor, or construct. 

3. ~atio measures of performance across the variables or 
Items compri sing each factor, or construct. 

4. Enumeration and discussion of problems, issues, and 
recommended changes in relation to organizational 
structure. 

T~e end product wi I I be a narrative that deals with local community 
cor~ectlons ~rga~izations primarily in terms of performance ratings that 
define organizational structure as organizational constructs. 

To backtrack, if factors similar to those McCann found are not observed 
at the end of the first stage, a new factor model wil I be derived. One half 
of the sample of Form A respondents wil I be randomly drawn from the total 
samp~e~ the ot~er half of the sample wi II be withheld. Form A data, 
speCifically, Items A5-A~I, f~om t~e randomly drawn subsample will be factor 
analyzed uSing the technique Identified above. The factor model obtained wi I I 
subsequently be used to define the constructs that represent the structure 
o! local CCA organizations. Then, the data from the second half of the sample 
Will be used to compute appropriate statistics descriptive of the constructs 
based ~pon the factors. (The projected number of cases is large enough __ 
approximately 400 cases -- to permit the use of this sampl ing method to derive 
and test the !actor ~del for rei iabil ity.) The results wi I I be combined with 
the data and Inf~rmatlon on ~ocal CCA organizations that has just been described 
to form a narrative on organ Izational structure based on a new set of contrllcts 
(factor mode I ) . 

.Last!y, summary measures representing organizational structure and 
function Will be computed for each loca! community corTections organization 
T~ese m~asures wil I either represent the status of the organizations at the' 
time !hls.evaluation.was conducted or extent of change observed within the 
organ~z~tlons over time. It can be seen that such summary measures can readily 
be Uti I ~z~d to ~ssess attainment of the CCA objective pertaining to planning 
and admlnl stratlon.· 
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C. Evaluation of Improvemont of Local Correctional Services 

I. I ntroduct i on 

As explained in the conceptual overview, when a county area enters 
the CCA it is expected that the subsidy funds and the improved planning and 
administration demanded by the original legislation and subsequent departmental 
rules and pol icies wi I I result in an increase in the range, quantity and qual ity 
of correctional programming avai lable in the county area. 

The purpose of the research design presented in this section is to al low 
the research group to establ ish if the CCA has indeed resulted in changes in 
correction programming as explained above. It is essential to articUlate one 
caveat. It appears to us that there Is no way to develop a design that would 
permit inferences as to changes in the quality of correctional services. This 
is primari Iy due to the fact that the qual ity of correctional services cannot 
be conceptually defined in a way that would permit operational measures to 
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be developed for use in such a diverse area of programming in twenty-seven 
different counties. However, if increases in the qual ity of correctional services 
result in more effective rehabi I itatlve programming, there wi I I be an increase 
in publ ic protection which we are able to measure. 

Of interest then, are changes or the lack of changes in the range and 
quantity of correctional programming in the CCA counties. Correctional . 
programming is defined in a very broad sense. Any program whose purpose Involves 
deal ing with offenders or potential offenders is, for the purpose of this 
research, a correctional program. There are also two categories of programming 
on which limited descriptive information wil I be sought. One category of 
programming involves persons who are neither offenders nor potential offenders 
but whose I ives have been affected by offenders or potential offenders. An 
example of this kind of programming are victim services programs and rape 
criSIS programs. Another category of non-offender programming sometimes 
included in a local correctional system involves cl ients who have no relationship 
whatsoever to the criminal justice system. An example of this kind of program 
is the services provided to individuals involved in divorce courts. 

Each county area wil I, of course, provide a different set of correctional 
programs. In the larger county areas we wi II find programming that wi II include 
prevention, diversion, victim services, probation and parole, restitution, 
therapy and education for a variety of cl ient types. 

2. Classifying Local Correctional Proqramming 

Given the diversity of programming at the local level, it is useful to 
classify programs into categories in order to achieve greater conceptual clarity 
in the research design and the subsequent analysis. Classifying programs wil I 
also contribute to an organized data collection effort. 

Figure 8 al lows us to classify local correctional programming by the type 
of client served with the type of programming services provided. We intend 
to use this classification device to focus on both juveni Ie and adult programming. 
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Figure 8 - Local Correctional Programming 
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The purpose of organizing data collection in the context of this classification 
device, is to address the quantity of cl ients served and the range of services 
provided to cl ients before and after the eCA. This method of collecting data 
wil I also al low us to measure the relative use (as opposed to capacity) of 
programming services as wei I as program effort, as indicated by each program~s 
staff complement. 

a. Service Types 

Nearly al I of the program services I isted in Figure 8 are 
offered because it is thought that they wi I I rehabi I itate offenders and 
potential offenders. The exceptions to this rule wi II be discussed below. 
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Both academic and vocational education are offered in the bel ief that 
indivlducds are or will become offenders because they lack the skills or 
credentials that result from education. Simi larly, chemical dependency programs 
are Offered because of the belief that individuals commit crimes or will commit 
crimes because they are chemically dependent. Of course, some persons are 
dependent on or users of chemicals that are il legal to possess and participate 
in this kind of programming for that reason. Mental health services are pro
vided because of the bel ief that some individuals with personal ity or 
psychological disorders cannot I ive their I ives in a normal law~abiding way. 

Supervision is thought to contribute to the rehabi I itation of offenders 
not only by making the offender accountable to a field agent, but also because 
the agent can provide counsel ing and referral services. Treatment programs 
focus more directly on criminal ity or potential criminal ity. Whi Ie chemical 
dependency or mental health problems may be a more indirect factor in contri
buting to criminal ity, treatment programs attempt to deal with what some bel ieve 
to be more direct causes of criminal ity. The program service we intend to cover 
in this category of our classification includes a variety of treatment modal ities 
with quite different theoretical or philosophical underpinnings. 

Incarceration is a type of service usually intended to control, punish, 
or incapacitate cl ients or to deter other potential offenders. However, in 
many secure facil ities other services are provided in the belief th8t rehabil Ita
tion can take p:ace in a secure facil ity. 

Diagnosis and referral is a service which is intended to identify specific 
problems of correctional cl ients and to refer the cl ient to an agency whose 
purpose is to address those problems. These problems co~ld include chemical 
dependency, marital or family problems and unemployment. The rationale for 
this kind of service is the kind of problems mentioned above may contribute to 
unlawful behavior and that without diagnosis and referral the cl ient would not 
have the opportunity for his/her problems to be addressed. 

b. CI i ent Types 

Community corrections systems provide services to a variety of 
cl lent types. The types I isted in Figure 8 differ primarily in how the cl ients 
in each type relate to the criminal justice system. Pre~ffenders are persons 
who have not been arrested for an offense but because of their behavior in the 
community, are either referred or encouraged to become involved with programs 
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that are intended to prevent criminal behavior. These programs intend to 
prevent criminal ity by either offering information on the consequences of 
committing a crime or by providing settings for social interaction as an 
alternative to criminal activity, particularly in crisis situations. Most 
programming activity in the area of pre-offenders focuses on juveni les. 

Pre-adjudication cl ients are individuals who have been arrested for an 
offense but have not been convicted. The pol ice, prosecutors, or the courts 
may rei8r arrested persons to programs before or in I ieu of conviction. 
Programming services for this kind of cl ient are offered in the bel ief that 
some individuals are more I ikely to be rehabi I itated if they do not suffer 
the stigma of being convicted and labeled an offender. 

Post-adjudication cl ients are individuals who have been arrested and 
convicted. Programming services are provided to this type of cl ient because 
the offense is not serious enough to warrant incarceration in a state 
correctional facility and/or because of the belief that the offender can be 
rehabi I itated, ~"ithout endangering the publ ic, at the community level. 

Some community corrections systems provide services to victims of 
criminal behavior. These programs, of course, are nOT offered with the 
intention of rehabil itating anyone. They are part of corrections systems 
primarily because of administrative convenience. 

A final category of cl ients served by programs in some local correctional 
systems are totally unrelated to the criminal justice system. Program services 
for domestic court cl ients are an example of this kind of programming activity. 
Whi Ie including such activity as part of a local corrections system is unusual, 
it may also be administratively convenient to do so. 

3. Measuring Improvement of Local Correctional Services 

The method of classifying program activity as described above wil I 
allow IJS to measure the quantity of programming activity and the range of 
program services. We intend to measure the quantity of programming activity 
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in four ways: number of programs offered, program capacity, program use and 
program effort. A program is any organized activity which is part of a county's 
local correctional system that deals with any of the. cl ient types included in 
Figure 8. AI I correctional programs wi I I fit into one or more of the cel Is of 
Figure 8. Whi Ie many local programs wi I I be put into more than one cel I because 
they offer more than one service, data on capacity, use and effort wi I I be 
counted only once. For each program then, we wi I I establish the program's 
capacity as indicated by cl ient bedspace, the relative use of program as 
indicated by average dai Iy population or by cl ients served, and programming 
effort as indicated by the total number of staff in each program. It. is 
appropriate to measure program capacity in that one way local corrections 
systems can improve service is by expanding capacity to meet local community needs. 
An increase in the relative use of programs can also indicate improvement. If, 
for example, the programming capacity of a local system stays the same, but the 
number of cl i ents go ing through the system increases, the county may be more 
adequately addressing their particular local needs. Program effort wi I I be 
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measured by the number of staff associated with each program. We would 
consider a local system to have improved if greater programming effort is 
made even if programmi ng capac i"! y and program use stays the same. I n the 
context of Figure 8 the capacity, use and staff complement of each program in 
every row wi I I be accumulated. The totals for each row w~1 I be summed i~ 
order to arrive at grand totals for measures of the quantity of programming 
services. 

The range of programming services refers to the kinds of services 
available to clients in a local corrections system. Because one program can 
and often does provide more than one service to cl ients, we wil I, in order to 
assess range, count the number of services avai lable in each column of Frgu~e 8 
i rrespect i ve of the number of programs represented in the rows. These serv Ices 
wi I I be summed by column and a grand total of services wi I I be calculated. In 
addition to distinguishing between adult and juveni Ie programming activity, we 
shal I also distinguish between programming for males and females. 

4. Des :.3D.. 

The design we intend to use to assess the impact of the CCA on the 
range and quantity of local correctional services, is a mult~ple time-series 
design. This design cal Is for measuring the range and quantity of local 
correctional services for several time periods before and after a county enters 
the CCA. The design also cal Is for using other CCA areas with different entry 
dates as comparisons (see introductory methodology section). If the data 
collected shows an improvement in local correctional services after a county 
has entered the CCA that is greater than the improvement (if any) in the 
comparison counties, it wi II be inferrp-d that the improvement in the 
participating counties is a result of the CCA. 
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Improvement wi II be inferred i'r anyone of the measures of quantity 
increases or if the range of service types provided increases. It is important 
to remember that no specific level or combination of improvement is 
hypothesized. Rather, we are interested in patterns of improvement or the lack 
thereof in the context of the overall theory of the CCA as diagramed in the 
conceptual overview section. 

This design has two important advantages over other possible designs. 
First, measuring the range and quantity of local correctional services at 
several points before and after the CCA allows us to compare before and after 
trends. Thus, one unusual period can be more easily identified and controlled. 
The second advantage of this design is the use of a comparison group. Even 
though the participating and non-participating counties are naturally assembled 
collectives and do not have pre-experimental sampl ing eqUivalence, the 
comparison counties do help control for some threats to val idity that could 
otherwise confound the analysis. Events other thar. the CCA that could have 
resulted in an improvement in local correctional services can be.control le~ 
by the comparison counties. If it is found that data on correctional services 
is difficult to obtain in the pre-CCA period, a design which cal Is for 
measurement in only one period before and after the CCA wi I I be used. However, 
with this design we would not be able to compare trends. 
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5. Data Sources 

The primary data source for this aspect of the CCA evaluation wi II be 
the comprehensJve plar'3 submitted by the participating counties. Data in the 
pre-CCA per!od may be mor~ difficult to obtain, in that comprehensive plans 
are not available. In this case, data will have to be obtained from cOL1nty 
documents such as budgets and program records. 

6. Summary 

. In summary, this design cal Is for obtaining data for each cel I of 
Figure 8 on the number of programs, the capacity of the programs, the relative 
us~ of the ~rograms, programming effort, and the range of program services. 
ThiS data WI I I be collected in the.period both prior to and after a county 
has en!ered the CCA. This data used in the context of this design wi I I permit 
us to Infer whether or not the CCA has increased the range and quantity of 
local correctional services. 
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D. Evaluation of Retaining Offenders in Community 

One objective of the Act is to retain offenders in the community by 
increasing the use of local alternatives and by decreasing the use of state 
institutions. The legislation provides incentives for the counties to do this 
by imposing a charge per diem for certain non-serious offenders committed to 
state institutions and by providing a subsidy to help counties create 
correctional alternatives and programs for all offenders. 

The estimation of the impact of CCA on adult and juvenile commitments 
requires several steps. The Systems Rate Study data base (distri~t court 
dispositions in CCA and selected non-CCA counties) wi I I be used to determine 
the expected adult commitments had CCA not been enacted and a juvenile commit
ment rate wi I I be used to determine expected juvenile commitments. Adult 
commitment rates wi I I also be calculated for CCA and non~CCA counties and 
used to esti mate state comm itments. Th is ana I ys i s wi II prov i de corroborat ion 
of the estimate based on court dispositions and wil I also provide a broader 
base from which to analyze trends because the commitment rate data wi I I 
include al I counties. 

The design strategy of this segment of the evaluation, then, is to 
determine how many of these offenders who might otherwise have been committed 
to state institutions were retained in the community as a result of the 
incentives offered and how many other offenders who might otherwise have been 
committed were retained due to the availabi I ity of additional correctional 
services. 

The fol lowing distinct analyses wil I be conducted: 
I. Impact of the CCA on adult commitments to state 

institutions. 
2. Impact of the CCA on juvenile commitments to 

state institutions. 

I. Impact of the CCA on Adult Commitments to State Institutions 

a. General Approach 

The approach to be used to estimate the impact of the CCA on 
adult commitments is presented below. 

I. Retention of chargeable offenders 

Expected number of chargeable 
offenders committed to 
state institutions 

Actual number of chargeable 
offenders committed to 

----~»~ state institutions 

I I. Retention of non-chargeable offenders 

Expected number of non- Actual number of nonM 
chargeable offenders 
committed to state after 

chargeable offenders 
committed to state if CCA 
had not been enacted --»,.;:. CCA enacted 
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The multiple time-series design described in the introduction wit I be 
used to plot observations (court dispositions) over a period of time before 
and after eeA entry. If a .change occurs after eeA entry, we can infer that 
this change is due to the eeA, particularly if such changes do not occur at 
the same time in other counties. In this case, however, we need to do more than 
simply infer that the change is due to eeA participation. We need to be able to 
estimate the number of offenders who were retained in the community as a 
result of the eeA. 

The expected number of offenders wi I I be calculated using the Systems 
Rate Study data base. For examp I e, the proport ion of chargeab I e offenders 
committed to a state institution during each of eight or more quarters prior 
to eeA entry wil I be calculated and used to project expected commitments after 
entry. The difference between the expected number and the actual number 
represents the decrease attributable to eeA. 

Proportion of Dispositions 
Resu It i ng inState eomm itment 

__ ,_ _ Expected Number 
- c:::- - - --- - .- -

- - - - - - - _ _ _ _ Actua I Number 

-- --- .. - --
eeA 

This type of analysis wi I I be done for both chargeable and non-chargeable 
offenders, as defined abov6j for each of the eeA counties or groups of counti~s 
to give an indication of the impact of the eeA on individual counties. 
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To el iminate the impact of increased court activity and the accompanying 
increase in commitments, commitments as a proportion of total court dispositions 
wi II be used. One would expect, for example, that under the eeA the proportion 
of chargeables committed to state institutions would decl ine although there 
may not be a decl ine in the actual number of chargeables ,comMitted. 

To reduce the I ikel ihood that changes are due to other external factors, 
a comparison can be made with court dispositions of non-eCA counties. Since 
entry dates differ so widely, other CCA counties can be used to control for 
rival explanations, as explained in the introductory methodology s\3ction. 

b. Choice of Forecasting Techniques 

Three basic types of forecasting techniques exist -- qualitative 
techniques, time series analysis and projection and causal models., Qual itative 
techniques may be used when data are scarce or when judgmental factors or 
rating methods are appropi-iate. Time series analysis and projection are used 
when historical data is available and when trends and relationships are known 
and relatively stable. This technique is based on the assumption that existing 
patterns vl,i II continue into the future. Although the various methods of time 
series analysis prove relatively accurate in the short run, problems may arise 
when forecasts are made far into the future. Time series analysis cannot generally 
predict turning points or points at which a trend wi I I change significantly. 
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The third major type of technique is causal model ing. These models are 
the most sophisticated type of forecasting and take into account relevant causal 
relationships and known dynamics of the system and related events. Causal models 
require a \vide variety of historical data and are generally best for predicting 
turning points and for long term forecasts. This technique is generally costly 
and time consuming to develop and its rei iabi I ity depends on the strength of 
known relationships and assumptions. In the case of early joining counties, the 
forecast period is relatively long and causal model ing may be more appropriate. 
However, for these counties sufficient historical data to construct a model is 
not available. For late joining counties there is sufficient historical data 
but in such cases time series analysis is equally accurate and certainly less 
cost I y. 

In this evaluation we wi I I not be forecasting in the usual sense because 
the turning point is already defined and what happened after the turning point 
is already known. The forecast, then, wi I I be used to predict what would have 
happened if CCA had not been enacted. Because we do not need to identify a 
turning point or in most cases forecast for long periods of time, time series 
analysis appears to be most appl icable to the type of forecasting needed and 
the historical data avai lable. The specific time series analysis method to be 
used in each instance wil I depend on the nature of the historical data. Whenever 
possible, various methods will be tested for fit by dividing either the pre or 
post data points into two parts and using the first series of points to forecast 
expected events in the second series. This forecast can then be compared with 
actual events and the method that best represents the data, chosen to estimate 
the number of offenders retained in the community as a result of CCA. The 
primary methods to be tested for fit singly or in combination are moving 
averages, pre-post statistics, !ine"ar regression and trend analysis. In some 
cases where data elements are too small or unstable judgmental factors may also 
be cons i dered. 

The hi stori ca I data to be used for these forecasts are the quarter Iy court 
dispositions of participating counties. Because of the strong seasonal 
character of court dispositions, a four-period moving average wi I I be calculated 
for all data points, for chargeable and non-chargeable offenses. This moving 
average wil I tend to smooth out seasonal variation and wil I also reduce the 
effect of random variation. What variation remains may be considered as a trend 
or cyc Ii ca I vari at ion. Cyc Ii ca I vari at ions are those vari at ions that occur on 
a regular basis generally every two to four years. They may, however, occur at 
longer or shorter intervals. Whi Ie there does appear to be some evidence of 
cycl ical patterns in commitment data, these phenomena may be considered largely 
random rather than cycl ical. These variations in the past have been largely 
due to fluctuating economic conditions and are not cycl ical in the usual sense. 
Changing numbers of population-at-risk also has an impact on court dis
positions, but these patterns are more properly considered as part of a trend 
which rises and falls relatively slowly over a relatively long period of time. 
It is this trend as wei I as other simultaneous trends that wil I determine what 
could have been expected if CCA had not been enacted. 
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The methods described above wi I I be used for both chargeable and non
chargeable offenders. The possible outcomes and conclusions are presented below. 

Reducticn in number of chargeable Incentives offered by CCA were 
offenders committed to the state » sufficient to change sentencing 

No reduction in number of charge
able offenders committed to the 
state 

Reduction in number of non
chargeable offenders committed 
to the state 

No reduction in number of non
chargeable offenders committed 
to the state 

c. Commitment Rate Analysis 

patterns 

Incentives offered by CCA had no 
impact on sentencing patterns 

The increased community alternatives 
were sufficient to change sentencing 
patterns 

Increased community alternatives 
were not sufficient to change 
sentencing patterns 

Because of differing time pe,riQds and the lack of adequately 
matched counties and because court dispositions do not take into account 
probation revocations, the Systems Rate Study alone cannot answer the questions 
posed by this evaluation. Thus, some other means of estimating the number of 
offenders reta i ned in the commun ity who wou I d have been comm itted ha/j -! he CCA 
not been enacted w·i I I serve to corroborate the find i ngs. 

It was decided that a commitment rate study could best answer these 
questions by incorporating population-at-risk. Commitment rates wi I I also be 
investigated using a time-series design. 

The first step in the analysis is to develop a measure of commitment 
rate that wi I I provide a more real istic estimate of the CCA's impact for those 
counties that are experiencing a rapid rate of growth of population-at-risk. 
The population-at-risk for adults includes al I persons from the ages of 18 
thro~gh 29. This age group encompasses approximately seventy-five percent of 
commitments to state institutions. While expanding the upper age I imits to 
39 would result in the inclusion of ninety-five percent of adult commitments 
it would at the same time mask the year-to-year changes and make the rate ' 
analysis less sensitive to change. 

Age estimates are based on recent estimates by the State Planning Agency 
and are used to revise previous estimates of expected county population in 
19~0. ~roj~cted population for other years is simply extrapolated using three 
pOints In time: the 1970 census, the 1975 estimated population and the 
corrected 1980 projections. 

:0 a~d credence to the analysis of ~ourt dispositions the same type of 
analYSIS WI I I be done for those CCA counties that have a sufficient number of 
data points prior to CCA entry. A trend line wil I be projected and the number 
of expected commitments calculated. These figures wi I I be compared with similar 
calculations using court disposition data. If these two sets of figures are 
compatible, the confidence placed in the original trend analysis is enhanced. 

In addition to the analysis of individual CCA counties, an overal I 
assessment of the impact of the CCA legislation on commitment patterns through
out the state wi I I be made. Commitment rate data over time wi I I be plotted for 
three groups of counties: Hennepin and Ramsey, sixty non-CCA counties, all 
current CCA counties excluding Hennepin and Ramsey. In each case the pre-post 
point wil I be the date of the enactment of the CCA legislation. ' 

2. Impact of CCA on Juvenile Commitments to State Institutions 

. The CCA requires that counties participating in the Act pay a per 
diem charge for every juveni Ie committed to a state institution (except the 
Serious Juvenile Offender Program). Thus, the same kind of rationale used for 
estimating the impact of CCA on adult state commitments, appl ies to this 
analysis. ~owever, because court data is not avai lable for juveniles, only a 
comm itment rate study wi I I be done. 

I n the case of j uven i I es, an expected comm itment rate wi I I be ca I cu I ated 
in a similar manner to that used for calculating expected adult commitments. 
For juveniles, however, the results of such an analysis are less clear 
because of concurrent trends and pol icy changes as a result of the Juvenile 
Justice and Del inquency Act of 1974. This Act requires that states receiving 
federal grants must comply with certain provisions .... that juveniles who 
are charged with or who have committed offenses that would not be criminal if 
committed by an adult, shal I not be placed in juvenile detention or 
correctional facil ities ... 

Thus, the process of deinstitutional ization of juvenile status offenders 
began about the same time as the Community Corrections Act became effective. 
Nevertheless, commitment rates can be plotted for CCA counties three years 
prior to entry and three to four years after entry. Similar rates can be 
developed for non-CCA counties. The differences in expected and actual 
commitments may be attributed to CCA. 

The expected number of commitments wi I I be derived by applying the rate 
change of non-CCA counties to CCA counties. For example, if non-CCA counties 
experienced a ten percent reduction in commitments after 1974, we would expect 
the CCA counties to have a similar decrease for reasons not associated with 
CCA. Thus, the difference in actual and expected can be attributed to CCA. 
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E. Evaluation of Appropriateness of Sanctions 

I. I ntroduct ion 

The conceptual framework has identified three goals of the CCA. Two 
goals -- economy and publ ic protection -- are concerned with the public good. 
The goal of appropriateness of sanctions, on the other hand, is more con
cerned with offenders. 

Appropriateness of sanctions wi I I be evaluated primari Iy in terms of 
commitment/noncommitment .. A prevalent bel ief behind the eCA was that 
less serious offenders did not deserve the severe sanction of prison; rather, 
a less severe community sanction was bel ieved to be more appropriate. The 
CCA was in part designed to provide incentives to divert less serious offenders 
from institutional ization. The conceptual framework suggests that this goal 
can be achieved through two mechanisms. First, the charge for committing 
offenders with 0-5 year sentences or less is intended not on Iy to keep more 
offenders in the community (objective #3), but also to keep the appropriate 
ones in the community (i.e. less seriolls). Moreover, the subsidy should 
encourage the development of more services and a wider range of services so 
that resources are available in the community for less serious offenders. 
An increase in sentencing alternatives should result in the imposition of 
more appropriate sanctions. The key issue in the evaluation wil I be to 
determine whether sanctions become more appropriate after CCA entry. Do a 
larger proport i on of offenders who "ought" not be inst itut iona I i zed rece i ve 
community dlternatives; do a larger proportion of offenders who "ought" to 
be committed receive prison sanctions? 

A relaTed concern behind the eCA was that similar types of offenders 
ought to receive similar sanctions. Of particular concern was sentencing 
disparity across counties. While an offender in a county with many resources 
might be given a community sanction, a similar offender in another county with 
few alternatives might have to be committed. If the (dis)incentives of the 
eCA operate as intended, then making sanctions more appropriate in participating 
counties should at the same time reduce disparity, at least across participating 
count ies. 

2. Measurement of Sanctions 

a. Adults 

I. A Standard for Appropriate Sanctions 

This evaluation requires a standard of appropriateness to 
which the actual sanction can be compared. Two efforts have been made in 
Minnesota to define the Kind of offender tor whom a specific sanctIOn might be 
appropriate. The first such effort was the development of a parole release 
matrix designed to help the Minnesota Corrections Board (Parole Board) 
treat offenders more equitably in determining release dates. This matrix 
combines an offense severity level with a predicted risk of failure to determine 
the appropriate time to be served for each offender. This instrument was 
designed to assign length of stay for offenders already incarcerated in state 
institutions and, therefore, has I imited value when appl ied to al I offenders. 
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A more current and germane attempt to define the type of offender who 
should be committed and the type of offender who should not be, is the grid 
developed by the Sentencing Guidel ines Commission. The sentencing guidel ines 
represent a concerted effort to define appropriate sanctions appl icable for 
all felons. They were approved by the 1980 Minnesota Legislature and became 
effective May I, 1980. Although sentencing guidel ines were developed later, 
they have much the same intent as the CCA. They, therefore, provide a useful, 
independent standard by which to assess the eCA. 

The Sentencing Guidel ines grid (Table 3) has two bases: offense severity 
and prior criminal history. The criminal history index is based on the extent 
of one's prior offenses and one's custodial status at the time of the cur/ent 
offense. Offenses are categorized into ten groups which have been ranked from 
lowest to highest severity. The boxes in the grid indicate the number of 
months to be served. Offenders whose grid placement is above and to the left 
of the dark I ine should be kept in the community, whi Ie those below and to 
the right should be incarcerated. These guidel ines provide a standard for 
appropriate sanctions, according to correctional values prevalent in Minnesota. 

2. A Measure of Sanctions Received 

To assess the appropriateness of sanctions for this 
evaluation one needs only to determine if an offender was sent to prison or kept 
in the community. However, additional information on community sanctions wi I I 
be recorded. A seven point ordered scale was constructed and includes: 

I) unsupervised probation/diversion 
2) fine 
3) supervised probation/diversion with no additional conditions 
4) probation/diversion with additional conditions 
5) probation/diversion with the condition of residential 

-rreatment 
6) jailhlorkhouse 
7) s-rate incarceration 

Only court-ordered sanctions wi I I be studied. If an offender receives morG 
than one sanction <e.g., fine, probation and jail time), coders will record up 
to three sanctions. The more extensive information on court~ordered sanctions 
wi I I be used to describe community sanctions used both before and after eCA 
entry, and to explore I inkages between this section and others. For example, 
when relationships among objectives and goals are probed, one might investigate 
whether expansion of local services results in the use of a wider range of 
sentencing alternatives. These sanc-rion measures wil I also be available to 
explore equity of sanctions within county areas and social control issues. 
These last two questions have not been identified as major goals of the Act, and 
therefore, are beyond the scope of this evaluation. However, the data wi I I be 
available for investigating other outcomes of the Act at a later date. 

The original and two subsequent court-ordered sanctions wi I I be recorded. 
If more than two sanction changes occur, the first and last sanction changes 
wil I be recorded. 
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TABLE 3: Sentencing Guidelines Grid 

Presumptive Sentence Lengths in Months 

Italicized numbers within the grid denote the range within which a judge may sentence 
without the sentence being deemed a departure. 

CRIMINAL HISTORY SCORE 
SEVERITY LEVELS OF 
CONVICTION OFFENSE 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 or more 

Unauthorized Use of 
Motor Vehicle I 12* 12* 12* 15 18 21 24 

Possession of Marijuana 

Theft Related Crimes 
($150-$2500) n 12* 12* 14 17 20 2.3 27 

Sale of Marijuana 25-29 

12* 13 16 19 22 27 32 
Theft Crimes ($150-$2500) m 21-23 25-29 30-34 

Burglary - Felony Intent: 12* 15 18 21 25 32 41 
Receiving Stolen Goods IV 24-26 30-34 37-45 

($150-$2500) 

18 2.3 27 .30 38 46 54 
Simple Robbery V 29-31 36-40 43-49 50-58 

. 
21 26 30 34 44 54 '65 

Assault, 2nd Degree VI 33-35 42-46 50-58 60-70 

24 32 41 49 65 81 97 
Aggravated Robbery vn 23-25 30-34 38-44 45-53 60-70 75-87 90-104 

Assault, 1st Degree 43 5'-1 65 76 95 113 132 
Criminal Sexual Conduct, VllI 41-45 50-58 60-70 71-81 89-101 106-120 124-140 

1st Degree 

97 119 127 149 176 205 230 
Murder, 3rd Degree IX 94-100 116-122 124-130 143-155 168-184 195-215 218-242 

~ 

116 140 162 203 2lt3 284 324 
Murder, 2nd Degree X 111-121 133-147 153-171 192-21.4 231-255 270-298 309-339 

1st Degree Murder is excluded from the guidelines by law and continues to have a mandatory 
life sentence. 

*one year and on~ day 
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3. A Measure of Appropriate Sanctions 

The appropriateness of a sanction wll I be determined by 
cOff-~paring the sanction received by an offender with his placement on the 
Sentencing Guidel ines grid. If a sanction change moves an offender from the 
community to prison, the appropriateness of that sanction will change too. 
Therefore, two measures of appropriateness of sanctions wil I be computed. The 
,first measure will be for the time of sentencing. The second wil.1 include the 
highest sanction received within two years after sentencing. The time limit is 
necessary so that pre and post CCA entry cases will have an equal time for 
sanction changes to occur. 

b. Juven II es 

Appropriateness of sanctions for juveniles as impl ied by the Act 
is relatively easy to assess. The incentive to retain lower severity adults 
in the community (chargebacks) appl ies to all but a sma I I number of serious, 
adjudicated juveniles. The Act, therefore, impl ies that the appropriate 
sanction for the vast majority of al I adjudicated juveniles is a community 
sanction. The evaluation of appropriate sanctions for juveniles wi I I util ize 
results from Retaining Offenders in the Community. That is, an increase in 
the proportion of juveni les retained in the community would indicate an increase 
in appropriateness of juvenile sanctions. 

3. Sampl ing and Data Sources 

Assessing the goal of appropriate sanctions requires knowledge of what 
type of offender receives what type of sanction and infonnation on whether 
sanctions change when a county joins the CCA. The above discussion of the goal 
indicates that it may be only adults for whom additional analyses wi I I be re
quired for an assessment of these issues. If we can safely assume that, accord
ing to the values behind the CCA, any community placement is more appropriate 
than state commitment for juveniles, the information obtained in evaluating 
objective number three (Retaining Offenders) wi II be sufficient to draw 
conclusions on changes in appropriateness of juvenile sanctions. The issue for 
adults is more complex and requires data collection on the criminal backgrounds 
of and sanctions received by a sample of adult offenders. 

A data base is not available that includes the needed variables for this 
analysis. Since it wi II not be possible to collect data for the population, 
random samples wi II be drawn to determine accurate estimates of the variables. in 
the population. In addition, the sample wi I I be used to obtain information to 
assess the other two goals in the evaluation -- publ ic protection and economy. 

The populations from which samples need to be drawn are identified In 
Table 4" The largest population to Which we wish to general ize Is all adult 
offenders treated in the community or incarcerated by the state before and after 
CCA. This population includes all adults convicted in District Court of felony 
offenses as wei I as all adults who have been arrested for felonies and diverted 
to a recognized diversion program during this period. The evaluation of publ ic 
protection may focus on some subsets of this population, but a sample 
representative of the larger: population must be drawn to evaluate sanctions and 
some economy issues. 
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The population of adult offenders is restricted to persons diverted for,or 
convicted of felony offenses for two reasons. First, it is bel ieved that the 
primary target for the CCA is offenders who might but should not be committed 
to state institutions. Only felony offenses carry the potential of a 
sentence of state commitment. The goal of appropriateness of sanctions is 
concerned with keeping the "right" offenders in and the "right" offenders out 
of prison;, the goal of publ ic protection is concerned with protecting society 
from felony-type offenses; and the economy issues to be probed 'l'lith these 
sample data relate to the savings that result from diverting offenders from 
state institutions. Persons committing misdemeanor or gross misdemeanor 
offenses cannot be committed to a state institution and, therefore, do not 
appear to be part of the relevant population for these goals. The second 
reason is entirely practical. This evaluation lacks the resources to include 
these other categories of offenders, data are far more difficult to locate on 
these lesser offenders, and data are much less complete. 

The population of all Distl-iet Court dispositions in all CCA counties 
(except Rock-Nobles) from July, 1972 through 1978 is readi Iy available from 
the Systems Rate Study. 1 Although some 1979 dispositions are available, they 
are not included because of the need for a follow-up period. The evaluation of 
sanc.tions, economy and particularly public protection requires some follow-up 
period for data collection. For example, not only wi I I the original sanction 
be coded, but changes in sanctions (e.g. revocations) wi I I also be recorded. 
At least a year is required to enable changes to occur. Cases sampled in 
1979 would not have the follow-up period to code. Thus, while data will be 
coded on these cases into 1980, the sample itself must tenninate in 1978. 

The population of adult diversions has been more difficult to define. 
If an offender has committed and is I ikely to be convicted of a felony offense, 
the offender is a potential state commitment and, therefore, should be part 
of our population and samples, even though the offender may be diverted prior 
to prosecution. Informal diversion oc(;urs in most areas at the arrest and 
pre-prosecution stages. Because of the informal nature of this diversion, 
it is impossible to identify and, therefore, to include in our samples 
offenders who are informally diverted. On the other hand, some counties have 
formal mechanisms to divert offenders prior to conviction. Each CCA area has 
been contacted to identify formal diversion programs operating in CCA areas 
during 1972 through 1978. A formal program is one which keeps a record of the 
individuals diverted. These records enable us to devleop a population list of 
offenders diverted for felony otfenses. Four formal diversion programs were 
identified in this search: 

1 

.1. Dodr,e"UFillmore-Olmsted: from 1974 through 1978, 
diversions were assigned to a corrections worker 
in court services 

2. Ramsey: diversions were sent to Project Remand 
from 1974 through 1978 

Some persons with felony offenses who receive misdemeanor sentences may not 
have been coded and included in the Systems Rate Study. This portion of tha 
population may be somewhat underrepresented in this population I ist and, 
therefore, in the samples. All felony offenders with gross misdemeanor 
serltences are inc I uded. 

3. Anoka: from 1972 to 1975 diversions were superVised 
by probat ion staff 

4. Hennepin: diversions were referred to Project DeNovo 
from before 1972 through 1978 

Lists of all diversions charged with felony offenses in these four programs 
were created to define the diversion population in CCA areas. 

The sampl ing plan became compl icated because of the several uses to 
which the samples wi II be put. The primary use of the sample wi I I be to 
compare cases before and after CCA entry. One, thus, requires samples of 
cases drawn before and after.CCA entry date. For example, for Hennepin County 
we wi I I require samples drawn before and after its entry date of January l~ 
1978. Second, some counties with later entry dates wil I be used as comparisons 
for early joiners. We wi I I reqUire that samples in these comparison counties 
be drawn before and after the entry date of the early joiner. If Hennepin 
County is used as a comparison for Ramsey, we wi II require samples draw~ before 
and after July I, 1974. Third, because of the need for a fol low-up perIod of 
at I east twenty-four months for the publ i c protect ion eva I uat ion, the, post-CCA 
period has to be cut off earl ier for sampl ing than it does in the evaluation 
of sanctions. In summary, the sampl ing plan has to provide samples that can 
meet three requirements: 

Pre X Post, where X = CCA entry date 
Pre ~ Post, where ~ = CCA entry date of a comparison county 
Pre X Posta' where Posta = shortened follow~up for 

publ ic protection 

Researchers have made decisions on several elements of a sampl ing 
formula used to select a sample size needed to estimate population proportions; 
the confidence level desired, the level of precision desired and some estimates 
about the distribution of the variables to be measured. Without knowing the 
distribution of one of the major variables (appropriateness of sanctions), 
researchers selected the proportion that generates the iargest sample size (.5). 
The higher the levels of confidence and precision, the larger the sample size. 

The problem in developing a sampl ing plan, then, was to establ ish samples 
in each CCA area that 1) can meet the three requ i I-ements i dent i f i ed above, 
2) are sufficiently small to be manageable samples with given resources ar.d 
3) are sufficiently large to enable acceptable levels of confidence and pre
cision. It was decided to uti I ize confidence levels of ninety percent and 
precision levels of ± .05. Higher confidence and preCision level: result in 
sample sizes wei I beyond our resources. Whi Ie a level of + .05 WI II stretch 
resources, it was felt that higher levels of sampling error should not be 
permitted. 

The second decision was that the most convenient initial plan to meet 
the three sample variations was to sample by year. The yearly samples, w~th 
appropriate weights, could be aggregated into the three pre- and post-perIods 
identified above. If one samples yearly, at a precision level of + .05, the 
total sample size would be more than twice as large as resources could manage. 
However, if one samples yearly at ± .10, the aggr'egated samples genera~ Iy meet 
precision levels of + .05. This occurs because the larger t~e populatIon, the 
sma I ler the sample can become as a proportion of the population. 
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The first procedure was to choose independent, random samples for 
each year (1972 through 1978) for each CCA area at confidence levels of ninety 
percent, precision levels of ± .10. Second, the population sizes for the three 
uses of the sample were determined. For example, in Hennepin County, population 
sizes before and after January I, 1978 (CCA entry) were calculated. Also, 
population sizes before and after July I, i974 (Ramsey's entry) were calculated 
for Hennepin's use as a comparison county. The necessary sample sizes 1'0 meet 
ninety percent confidence and + .05 precision for the three population 
variations was determined. Next, the yearly sample sizes were aggregated for 
the three population variations to determine whether the aggregated samples 
did, in fact, reach precision levels of + .05. In those cases where levels 
of + .05 were not met, the additional cases required were calculated and 
added to the sample. These additional cases were evenly distributed over the 
relevant years. Finally, the number of diversions in the population was 
determined. The sampl ing fraction for each year was used to select the number 
of diversion cases for each year. The product of these procedures is 
independent, random samples representative of adults convicted of or diverted 
for felony offenses in each CCA area for various pre/post-CCA periods. The 
samples enable research results in which we can be ninety percent confident 
and which are estimated to fal I within ~ .05 of the actual population value. 
Table 5 contains the final sample sizes for each CCA area. 

Data are being collected on the sample of adult offenders from a 
variety of sources. The variables relevant for the evaluation of sanctions 
relate to the offender's commitment offense, past history and sanction received. 
Information on these variables is avai lable in court records, probation files 
and DOC base files. Additional data wil I be collected from these and other 
sources for evaluating protection and costs (see Table 4). 

Although the major questions in this section relate to the appropriate
ness of state commitment, evaluation recipients wil I be particularly interested 
in the types of community alter-natives uti I ized. If the CCA is found to 
divert more offenders who are appropriate for the community to the commur.ity, 
questions are certain to fol low on what sanctions these persons are receiving 
instead of incarceration. Therefore, descriptive information wi II be .collected 
on the types, levels and ranges of community sanctions given before and after 
CCA entry. 
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4. Methods of Analysis 

The basic question to be probed for evaluating this goal is whether 
the proportion of appropriqte sanctions increases after CCA entry. The 
analysis for adults wi I I be based on the sample of state and community 
placements before and after eCA entry. Each case wi II be coded on actua I 
sanction received. Th~ appropriate sanction wi II be determined by the 
placement of each case~.:>nthe sentencing guidelines grid. Whether the actual 
sanction is appropriate can then be determined by comparing the two. 

The design for assessing this question wi I I be a pre-test, post-test 
design with CCA counties that join at different times serving as comparison 
groups (see discussion in Part A above). Proportions of appropriate sanctions 
would be calculated before and after CCA entry. This wil I be done for both 
the original sanction, and for the highest sanction received during the 
fol lowing year. The difference of difference in proportions test could be 
used to assess whether the changes occurring in the CCA area are significant 
or are I ikely to have occurred by chance. The community and state cases wi II 
also be analyzed separately to assess in which category the largest proport'ion 
of (in)appropriate placements occurs. 

Sanction changes for offenders kept in the community wi II be examined 
for two groups -- those for whom state commitment is appropriate and those 
for whom community placement is appropriate. It is expected that community
appropriate people who: receive sanction changes wi II experience a wider range 
of community alternatives, whi Ie state-appropriate people wi I I take a more 
direct route to prison. Except for those offenders who have been convicted of 
a new, more severe felony, it is expected that many community offenders wil I 
not. be committed t~pr:son. 

An important supporting analysis wi I I examine the relationship of 
chargeable offenses and appropriate sanctions. The chargeback provision of 
the Act is the mechanism to encourage CCA areas to retain low severity 
offenders in the community. It requires CCA counties to pay for the 
incarceration of adult offenders with maximum sentences of five years or less. 
Although the chargeback prOVision wi II be repealed to bring the Act in line 
with the Sentencing Guidel ines, to date it has been the primary incentive to 
retain appropriate offenders ih the community. To the extent that offenders 
who are appropriate community placements are also chargeable, the Act 
prov is ion fac iii tatedgoa I ach i evement. To the extent that appropri ate 
community placements are non-chargeable or that inappropriate community 
placements 'are chargeable, the Act provision hindered goal achievement. 

The analysis for juveni les wi I I be no differeht than the analysis for 
retaining juveniles in the community. If the assumption is correct that any 
community placement for a juvenile is more appropriate, any increase already 
foun'd in the retention of juveni les in the community wi II indicate all increase 
in appropriateness of sanctions. 
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F. Evaluation of Publ ic Protection 

A major responsibi I ity of corrections pol icy is to protect the public 
from offender behaviors that pose a threat to society. The discussion of the 
conceptual framework noted two alternative interpretations of the expected 
contribution of the CCA to public protection. One possibi I ity is that the 
CCA can maintain public protection because the type of offender retained in 
the community wil I not commit crimes that threaten society. Another 
possibi I ity is that the CCA can increase publ ic protection because community 
programs can better rehabi I itate less serious offenders than can a prison 
environment. Both of these possibi lities need to be explored in the research. 

I. Introduction 

Offender behaviors that threaten society originate in a number of 
groups. To investigate the effects of the CCA on publ ic protection requires 
that one isolate first the groups that could potentially be affected by the 
CCA. Figure 9 depicts the portions of potential threats that could be 
affected by implementation of the CGA and those that would not be. 

Two categories of offenders appear to be unaffected by the CCA. First, 
serious adult offenders who are inappropriate community placements should not 
be influenced by CCA programs or services. These institutional candidates 
are expected to be committed to prison and treated there even with the CCA. 
It would be unreasonable~ in other words, to conclude that the CCA is in
effective because serious offenders continue to commit crimes in the community. 
It is not the responsibi I ity of the eCA to deal with these offenders. 1 Second, 
first-time adult offenders generally would be uninfluenced by the CCA. The 
CCA has not spawned programs to touch the adult pre-offender, although juveni Ie 
prevention programs are common. Again, one cannot judge CCA effectiveness in 
terms of the number of adult first offenders (i.e. those coming directly from 
the pre-offender pool). 
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The implication drawn from Figure 9 is that it is inappropriate to assess 
CCA effectiveness by investigating aggregate crime rates. A portion of potential 
crimes or threats to society are accounted for by offenders who are not expected 
to be influenced by the CCA. Two major categories of potential offenders, 
however, could be influenced by the CCA and should legitimately be investigated 
to see if threats by these groups have been reduced/maintained/increased. 2 

l The research wil I not be able to assess whether CCA parole supervision Is more 
effective than non-CCA parole supervision. 

2This I ine of argument avoids one important question that we may wish to probe. 
What proportion of crimes are committed by target and non-target groups of 
the CCA? If a large proportion of crimes is committed by non-target groups, 
do we want to discuss the inabi I ity of theCCA as a state corrections policy 
to deal with these groups? Or, if we find that a IBrge proportion of crimes 
is committed by target groups~ do we want to discuss the "effectiveness" of 
the CCA in at I east dea ling with the prob I em groups? 

- -----------

FIGURE 9 - SOURCES OF POTENTIAL THREATS TO THE PUBLIC 
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The first group includes the I) d 
Adult offenders are referred to the co a u/! of~enders treated in the community. 
the fonna I court process and re . . mmun I!y In two stages. Many go through 
formally diverted to communit c~~ve commu~lty dispositions. Others are 
of these diversions have been Y h grams prior to prosecution, although most 
dispositions. Offenders treat~/r;e~hwith off~nses that could result in felony 
threat to the publ ic both durin d ~tcommun~ty are a source of potential . 
evaluation of the CCA must p bg a~ a _er their supervision. Thus an 
more or less risk to societ r~h~' w ~ther adults referred to the com~unity are 

t
are more or I ess Ii kel y to be "~e~ab~fYt a;ed;,reafted loc~ II y and whether they 

reatment. I a eater their local supervision/ 

The second group includes 2)' . 
A7 with adults, juveniles may rec .Juvenl/e ~ffen~Grs treated in the community 
diverted to commun ity pr ~ I ve commun Ity d I spos it ions or they may be . 
juveniles during and aft~~r~~s.prlOr 'ro.adjudication. The behavior of these 
assess the impact of the CCA elr cOb~unlty supervision must be investigated to 

on pu I IC protection. 

Two differences are appar t b t . . 
most serious juveniles a ten e ween Juveniles and adults First, 
Charges are levied for affe~~ve~.~e assum~d to be treatable in the communitv 
only one minor exception __ the Ite~ ~ommlt!ed to state institutions, with " 
(SJO). Although the presum tio s a e $ Serious Juvenile Offender Pro ram 
are treatable in the communfty nt~: ~~,CC~ appears to be that all ju~eniles 
not to charge per diems for it~ Use i s eve/~p~ent of the SJO and agreement 
may be more appropriately placed in s a rec~gnl!lon that some juveniles 
program served only thirry-one I' ~ state Institution; The fact that this 
difficulty in finding candidate~ ~~~ ~e~n 19?8 an~ !hat i-he program had 
sugg~sts that this one program is but !helr original placement criteria 
all Juveni Ie offenders are assumed to ~ m~nort excep!ion to the statement that 

e rea able In the community. 
A second difference is that· . 

offenders, are targets of the CCA JU~e~l/e pre-offenders, unl ike adult pre-
who may (or may no-/-) have eXhjbit~d pre~ffender" is defined as someone 
fr~m.an environment I ikely to promot~o~e~!laIIYt del inquent behavior or comes 
Crl~ls), but who has not been actual I e Inquen . behavior (e.g. family in 
behind prevention programs is that ifYt~ha;,ged with an offense. The rationale 
~~ ea r I y s!age, I ater de I i nquency can bee av pr~-offende~" can be treated at 

~~m7!::!~~~:np::r~~~h~~Ob~~~~S~O~fY~~e~~~:~:e!:~;~:~~~~V;:b~s~~r~~t~~~~!.:~c~~:m 
, owever, since many eCA . '1/, ques Ion must 

resources support preventive efforts. 
2. Adult Offenders 

a. Time Periods for Analysis 

Th i s study of pub lit . . 
I) offender behaviors when treat dc . pro ectlon wll I probe two issues __ 

~:~: ~n/~~ge~.period.whiCh are i~di~~ti~: ~~~~~~:Y,7~dt~) offender. behaviors 
e Ime periods over which t a ron. A deCision mu t be 

strategy wi I I be to iso/ate a peri d Q asses7 these two issues. The basic s 
o over which to assess behaviors of community 

+~ -, -_.--" ~ •• , • 

" .-
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p/acem~n!s when.they otherwise would have been incarcerated (T1 in Figure 10). 
An additional time period wi I I be establ ished for probing rehabi I itatiQn 
(T2 in Figure 10). This time period wi I I begin after Tl for community place
ments and after release for state commitments. 

. A length of t!me must be establ ished for T1• The time period should be 
equivalent to the time such offenders would have been incarcerated had they 
been committed to a state institution. The argument, recal I, is that these 
offenders need not be incarcerated because they wi I I not be a threat while 
supervised in the community, If someone is given five years of probation, it 
may not be necessary to assess his/her threat for five years. Had the person 
been incarcerated for twelve months, he/she would be returned to the community 
for parole supervision anyway after a year. Thus, the first twelve months 
in the community is the period during which this offender has the potential 
for being an additional threat. 

A choice must be made whether to util ize a standard time period for 
al I offenders in the sample, or to make the time period dependent upon the 
commitment offense (or charge, for diversions). The latter alternative assumes 
that offenders retained in the community would have been incarcerated for 
variable amounts of time. Given the divers~ty among community placements, it 
appears safest to assume they would be incarcerated for variable amounts of 
time. The release matrix util ized by the Minnesota Corrections Board provides 
a convenient tool to calculate expected incarceration time for individual 
offenders. The primary drawback of this tool is that it probably over
estimates incarceration time. In particular if a judge deemed an offender 
appropriate for the community, he I ikely would have I imited the sentence had he 
inca/-cerated the offender. In addition, the type of person retained in the 
community is I ikely to have had the matrix time reduced by the Minnesota 
Corrections Board for mitigating reasons. Thus, the matrix time is I ikely to 
inflate the expected incarceration time. In order to util ize variable 
incarceration periods and at the same time compensate for the possible 
overestimation of time using the matrix, it has been decided to assign the 
minimum matrix time to each offender. This decision requires that each case 
be coded on offense severity and risk levels to enable a matrix placement. 

T2, the time period to assess rehabi I itation, wi I I at a minimum be 
twelve months but may be as much as three years for offenders who have been 
released at least three years. An eftor'/- wi II be made to uti I ize research 
that can incorporate variable fOllow-up periods (discussed below) making it 
worthwhile to collect follow-up data as far as three years when possible. It 
was decided to reduce T2 to a minimum of twelve months from the originally 
proposed eighteen months for two reasons. First, req~iring an additional 
eighteen months fol low-up reduces the amount of post-CCA time from which to 
sample. The longer the fol low-up, the shorter the post-CCA period on which to 
base assessments. It was decided that many counties needed a longer post-eCA 
period from which to sample cases. Second, prior reseqrch indicates that most 
"failures" occur within the first year and that data on the first year provide 
a good picture of expected fai lures. It should be stressed, however, that in 
spite of this twelve month decision, we wil I have data for a much longer period 
for most of our cases. 

I' 
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Figure 10 summarizes the 'rime periods for analysis. Tl will be a 
var i ab I e per iod of time est lmat'ed to be the period a commun ity pi acement 
would have been Incarcerated. This period will, in most cases, be less than 
a year. T2 will be an additional twelve-month to three-year period. This 
period wi I I begin after Tl for community placements ,and after release for 
state cases. 

FIGURE 10: Proposed Follow-Up Periods for the Study of Public Protection 

Community Placements: 

state Placements: 

Tl 
(Expected Incarceration 
Time) 

1------- ---

b. Sampl ing and Data Sources 

T 
<twelve Months to 
Three Years) 

..... ----- - - ---; 
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Samp ling and data sou rces have a I ready been ,bri ef I y out I i ned in 
Table 4 in the design for assessing appropriateness of sanctions. The same 
basic sample wi II be used for the evaluation of the three CCA goals. Variations 
in the sample wil I be made, depending upon the population that is relevant for 
the goal at hand. One must first clarify, then, the relevant populations for 
the evaluation of publ ic protection. 

One publ ic protection issue is whether offenders retained in the 
community commit offenses when they would otherwise have been incarcerated (T

1
). 

The population of relevance here would be offenders placed in the community 
before and after CCA. 
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A population for the second issue of rehabil itation is more difficult to 
define. The assumptions behind the CCA imply that state commitments should be 
included. Community treatment is presumed to be more rehabi I itatlve than prison, 
suggesting that data on state commitments should be included. The difficulty 
lies in determining which state commitments are part of the relevant population. 
One could argue that the population consists of all community and state 
commitments. Changes in commitments due to the CCA should mean that in the 
total population offenders are being better placed, and improved rehabil itatlon 
overall should be demonstrated. 1 

Others could argue that the population of relevance is better defined as 
CCA targets. One perhaps should not include data on serious state commitments 
since it is not expected that the CCA should influence their rehabil itation. 

lAlthough serious offenders are recognized not to be CCA targets, the designs 
below would control for their inclusion in the population - so that 
improvements resulting from CCA wot;ld sti II be detected. 
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The imp I i cat ion here is that accord i ng to the goa I of "appropt-I ateness of 
sanctions" some offenders "should" and "should not!' be committed to the 
state. The CCA should Tlot be responsible for the behavior of offenders who 
should be state placements. On the other hand, if offenders are inappropriately 
committed, their behavior after release is relevant. The definition of the 
population appears to be heavily dependent upon criteria developed fo:- the 
previous goal of appropriate and inappropriate sanctions. The following groups 
both before and a-fter CCA are seen as part of the relevant population for 
assessing extent of rehabi I itation: 

I. AI I community placements 
The CCA should be placing the "right" people in the 
community. These people should, in turn, be bei'ter 
rehabi I itated because of the more appropriate 
placement. If, in fact, the CCA is diverting in
appropriate candidates to the community, it becomes 
an emp i rica I quest ion whether the,re is a correspondence 
between appropriateness of the placement and extent 
of rehabi I itation. 

2. Inappropriate state corrmitments 
If offenders who could be placed in the community 
would be better rehabi I itated there, any failure 
on the part of CCA to divert the "right" people 
from state institutions should be considered in 
the avera II effects on rehab i I itat i on. Thus, any 
of'fenders placed in a state institution who would 
have been more appropriately placed in the 
community would be part of the relevant population. 
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Thus, the population is defined as al I community plac~ments ~nd al I ina~propriate 
state commitments. Offenders who are appropriate state commitments need not 
be included since their behavior is irrelevant to the effectiveness of the CCA. 
This definition of the population corresponds to the intent of ~he CCA a~d is 
also convenient from the perspective of data collection. Most Inappropriate 
state placements wi I I be released in time to have an adequate.follow-u~ 
period for assessment of rehabi I itation. Many of the appropriate, serious state 
commitments would be incarcerated so long that a follow-up would not be 
feasible. 

The requirement of a fol low-up period affects the ~umber of,counties in 
which publ ic protection can be assessed. Table 6 surrmarlzes the ~ssues that can 
be addressed in each county. The problem is that one should permit several years 
for the CCA to operate before making any inferences on effectiveness. In. 
addition, one requires a follow-up period to assess whether offender: commit 
further offenses. Table 6 contains the number of post-CCA years available to 
study the issues of behavior of community placements when they would have been 
incarcerated (Tl) and -ehabi I itation (behaviors during ~2 or the next twelve 
months to three years). The fi rst three areas (Dod~e-FI Ilmore-olmsted, ~amsey 
and Crow '\Hng-M0r;--!$on) joined early enough to perml~ several years of diS
positions post-CCA from which to sample, and ample time for a follow-up 
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assessment of behaviors during and after s~pervision. The middle joiners are 
bordsrl ine cases. Behaviors during T1 can be probed but there is only one and 
a half to two years of post-CCA dispositions to assess rehabilitation. The 
last four counties to join CCA provide only one or less years of post-CCA dis
positions to assess behaviors in the community (Tl)' An assessment of 
rehabl I itatlon Is Impossible; the assessment of behavior in the community will 
be tenuous. Although findings of CCA effectiveness in the late joining counties 
are tenuous, 1t shculd be remembered that these counties serve an additional 
function as comparisons for the early joiners. 

The primary data source for the study of publ ic protection wi II be the 
Bureau of Criminal Apprehension (BCA). Information on the commitment of new 
felonies can be obtained from BCA records. Analyses of publ ic protection wi I I 
be enhanced by the data collected for the assessment of appropriateness of 
sanctions. The type of offender who commits further offenses is of interest 
for assessing why publ ic protection is or not improved. Data on these variables 
is avai lable in court records and probation files . 

c. Definition and Measurement of Publ ic Protection 

Publ ic protection wil I be assessed by the behaviors of offenders. 
The more that offenders are prevented from committing offenses, the more the 
publ ic is protected. Offenders who do not commit further offenses wi II be 
ca II ed "successes". The rrore that offenders comm it further offenses, the less 
the publ ic is protected. Offenders who commit further offenses wil I be called 
"fai lures". Since publ ic protection is a positive goal to achieve, we wi II 
assess this goal in terms of a positive indicator (i.e. successes) rather than 
a negative i'ndicator (i.e. failures). 

One must make two choices in determining what constitutes a success or a 
fai lUre -- I) how serious must an offense be to consider that an offender has 
not succeeded; 2) should one base the assessment on arrest reports or actual 
convictions. For the purposes of this evaluation, an offender wil I be con
sidered a success if he/she does not commit a felony .. An offense must be 
as serious as a felony for the offender to be considered as not having 
succeeded. 

Whether to use arrests or convictions poses a more difficult question . 
Both arrests and convictions are J.!!!perfect indicators of success/fa; lure. 
Some offenders wil I commit new offenses but wil I never be caught, arrested, 
or convicted. Some offenders may be arrested but may not have actually 
comm itted an offense. On the other hand, some offenders who do commit new 
offenses and are arrested may not be convicted for various reasons (e.g. 
insufficient evidence, plea bargaining, etc.). It was initially proposed 
that convictions provided a more reasonable indicator. It was bel ieved that 
persons under supervision may be more I ikely to be suspected on crimes and, 
therefore, more I ikely to be arrested, when in fact they may not actually be 
corrrnitting more crimes. Since the CCA is expected to place more offenders 
under local supervision, arrests might increase simply because of higher levels 
of local supervision. 
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A number of outside reviewers disagreed w·ith this position and argued 
that arrests are 3 better indicator -- by the stage of conviction charges 
aga inst many "real" offenders have been dropped. As a result both arrest 
and conviction data wil I be collected for the fol low-up. In Interpreting 
results, particularly possible contradictory findings between arrests and 
convictions, one should remember what weare trying to measure. We are less 
interested in using a val id measure of success/fc:dlure levels than we are in 
using an indicator that val idly measures change in success/failure. For 
example, should we find that there is eighty percent success among community 
placements pre-CCA and ninety percent success post-eCA, we are more concerned 
with the inference that success I'~'j-es have improved by ten percentage points 
than we are with describing levels of success pre- and post-CCA . .The crucial 
point to remember in analysis is to try to find the indicator that best measures 
change in offenders' behaviors rather than changes in local reporting or court 
processing behaviors that themselves may be a result of CCA entry. 

d. Methods to Assess the Impact of the CCA pn 
Offense Behaviors During Supervision (T l ) " 

The first stage at which to assess the CCA's impact on public 
protection is the period of community supervision. Two basic strategies are 
proposed to assess CCA impact, one involving comparison counties and one 
involving statistical controls. It is recognized that all research strategies 
involve assumptions and I imitations. One expects research findings to 
approximate the situation that actually exists, although they may not exactly 
represent the situation. It is generally argued that the more methods that 
can be used, and the more the results converge, the stronger can be one's 
inferences that research results approximate the real situation. 1 Assessments 
of impact can be more firmly groundC3d if alternative resean:;h strategies are 
emp loyed. 

I. Pre-Test, Pos-~-Test Design withl 
Non-Equivalent Control Group 

Analyses of behaviors during the period of supervision 
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wil I util ize samples of offenders given community pl~cements (dispositions and 
divers ions) before and after CCA.2 The first resea re.;' des i gn that can be 
employed with the data avai lable wi! I be a pre-test, post-test design with a non
equivalent comparison group. This basic design is explained in Section A above. 

10. T. Campbell and D. W. Fiske, "Convergent and Discriminant Val idation by the 
Multi-Trait, Multi-Matrix Method," Psychological Bulletin, 1959,56,81 ... 105. 

21f a community placement has his stay vacated and the prison sentence 
executed during T1 for a reason other than a new felony conViction, this 
case will be considered a state case. The offender is not at-risk for all 
of T1' Also the sanction most I ikely to affect this offender's behavior 
during T2 is the prison sanction. 

. _,._- ~-~-~~~~-.~-.--
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In developing this design, it became apparent that 'the standard pre-test, 
post-test design is not di rectly appl Ieable to the problem at hand. The design 
has been develop~d to compare groups before and after a treatment. One 
generally compares mean values of the group, or perhaps proportions of the 
group achieving some goal. However, to compare mean number of successes or 
proportion of successes before and after eCA misses one of the effects of the 
CCA. In particuiar, the number of persons supervised in the community may 
change because of CCA, as well as the. proportion who are successes. 

The point can perhaps be best explained by speaking of failures or 
threats to the publ ic, rather than successes. Two factors related to t'he CCA 
might affect levels of threat to the public. First, there may be more offenders 
in the community, and these additional offenders may commit offenses during 
their supervision. That is, absolute numbers of offenders in the community may 
change because of CCA. If persons diverted to the community are failures, then 

.the publ i<? is more threatened than j-f they have been incapacitated in a state 
institution. Second, new ?ervices and treatment developed because of the CCA 
may reduce the propor',. ion of commun ity-superv ised offenders who commit threats. 
A standard pre-test, post-test design comparing mean level of threats~ or 
proportions committing threats, would pick up only the second type of effect. 
A design needs to be developed to consider both potential effects of the CCA. 

Data collected on the eCA and comparison samples wi I I indicate the 
proportions who are successes (or conversely, who are fai lures, i.e. commit 
threats). The Systelos Rate study provides information on the total number of 
community dispositions. 1 Multiplying the sample proportions by the population 
totals wil I provide an estimate of the actual numbers of successes. It would 
be this number', then, that would be used in the pre-test, post-test design 
with non-equivalent comparison group: 

CCA County 

Pooled Comparison 
County Data 

x 
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where 01 = number of successes before CCA entry of earl y jo i ner 

02 = number of successes after CCA entry of early joiner, 
exc Iud i ng post CCA - years In compari son count las. 

x = CCA ent ry 

One would first calculate the change in the number of successes from 
before to after CCA in both the CCA and comparison county(ies). The 
proportional change is then calculated for both groups (01 ~ '02 / 01). 

1The number of offenders retained in the community wi I I be the number of 
offenders given community dispositions. If findings from the study of 
reta i n i ng offenders in the commun ity i nd i cate that a cerTa in proport ion 
are commiTted to the state early in their disposition, for reasons other 
than new felony convictions, then the number may be adjusted for this 
proportion . 
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The proport iona I changes are then compared to see if the change in i'he CCA area 
is significantly different from the comparison area. 1 A significant positive 
difference would indicate that the CCA has had a positive effect on public 
protection (number of successes) whi Ie a significant neg~tive difference would 
Indicate that the CCA has had a negative impact. 

The change from 01 to 02 in the CCA area would include successes accounted 
for by CCA diversions from state institutions (numbers) and those accounted 
for by changes in the quantity and qual ity of local services (proportions 
succeeding). Since we cannot identify the specific individuals diverted, we 
cannot sort out the changes due to change in numbers from changes due to 
improved services. However, the effects of both changes wi I I be picked up. 
In addition, various non-CCA factors may be affecting the changes from 01 to 
02, such as changes in types of offenders and increases in the offender . 
popu.lation. In the non-CCA comparison county( ies) we assume the changes In 
01 to 02 are due to non-CCA factors. We further as~ume that t~es~ non-CCA 
factors are similar in the CCA and non-CCA areas. rhus, any significantly 
greater or I esser change found in the CCA area can be assumed to be due to the 
CCA a lone. 

2. Statistical Controls 

The pre-test, post-test design with non~equivalent control 
group requires one to assume that important non~CCA variables are in fact 
equivalent in tho compar-ison area(s). One alternative is to control 
statistically the variables that might be affecting outcomes. 2 Statistical 
analyses wi I I be conducted on the data as a corroborating, rather than primary, 
technique. The uti I ity of statistical controls will not become apparent 
until the data can be inspected. Three major problems, however, might limit 
the util ity of such techniques. Because of these potential problems, 
statistical controls are not being proposed as the primary form of analysis. 

First, one must have data on variables that explain a large proportion 
of the variance in the dependent variable (success/failure>. If the data we 
have on offenders cannot explain failure, then statistical controls wi II be 
of I ittle use. Major explanatory variables should not be omitted hom the 
regression equation. 

1Tests of significance for this variation of the pre-test, post-test 
design wi II have to be explored. The proportional change does not appear 
to I end itsel f to either the difference of proport ions or the difference 
of difference of proportions test. Tests based on actual and expected 
chservat ions (ch i -square) may be more appropriate. 

2Discussion of statistical controls as a substitute for experimental controls 
can be found in Glen C. Cain, "Regression and Seleci'ion Models to Improve Non
Experimental Comparisons," in Marcia Guttentag, Ed .. Evaluation Studies Review 
Annual, Vol. 2, Beverly Hil Is, Sage, 1977; Peter Schmidt and Ann D. Witte, 
"Models of Criminal Recividlsm and an Illustration of Their Use in Evaluating 
Correct iona I Programs," M imeo. 
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The second problem relates to the dichotomous nature of the dependent 
variable -- success/fai lure. Standard regression methods are less appropriate 
than newer PROBIT techniques. 1 Efforts are underway to acquire PROBiT software, 
but its avai labi I ity and usabi I ity remain uncertain. 

The third problem is that ordinary least squares regre:ssion may be in
appropriate when entering the treatment variable (CCA/non-CCA) into a regression 
equation. If unmeasured variables affect both the treatment (CCA entry) and 
the outcome (failure rates), then regression assumptions would be violated. 
Also, the more that the same variables influence both the treatment and outcome, 
improving the specification of the outcome equation, increases the multi-
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coil inearity of the independent IJariables, again violating regression assumptions. 
If the data suggest that such problems exist two-stage-Ieast-squares methods can 
be used to overcome them. However, two-stage-I east-squares methods are not 
readi Iy usable in conjunction with PROBIT analysis, I imiting our abi I ities to 
overcome them. 2 

The above methods are proposed as strategies for estimating the impad 
of the CCA on level s of pub I i c protect ion. Each strai-egy i nvo I ves some 
limitations but the use of multiple methods reduces the I ikel ihood that research 
results are dependent upon a single method. By investigating the extent to 
which results converge, researchers can arrive at estimates of CCA impact. 

An additio~al question that can be explored in the statistical analysis 
concerns the impact of the type of commun ity d i spos it ions on the like I i hood 
that community-supervised offenders commit offenses that threaten society. It 
wi II be of particular Interest to probe whether dispositions involving less 
supervision (e.g. straight probation) are as effective as dispositions 
involving higher levels of supervision (e.g. residential treatment, incarcera
tion in a local secure facil ity). Similarly, the relationship between 
appropriateness of sanctions (as defined and measured in the previous section) 
and behaviors during supervision can be explored. 

e. Methods to Assess the Impact of the CCA on Rehabi I itation (T2 ) 

The ab'ove sect ion was concerned wi th est imat ing threats to 
publ ic protection due to the retention of offenders in the community. Do 
offenders who might otherwise be institutional ized for a brief period pose a 
threat to society When supervised/treated in the community? The concern of 
this section goes beyond the period of supervision. In the longer-term, are 
offenders treated in the community better rehabi I itated than those receiving 
alternative dispositions? 

ISee, for example, John Aldrich and Charles Cnudde, "Probing the Bounds of 
Conventional Wisdom," American Journal of Pol itical Science, XIX, 3, 
August, 1975, pp. 571-608. 

;hese problems and potential solutions are explained well in a draft 
manuscript by Christopher Achen, Department of Pol itical Science, University 
of Cal ifornia, Berkeley, Cal ifornia. 
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Probing the assumptions of rehabil itation Is somewhat different from 
investigating offense behaviors during local supervision. First, analyses 
wi II focus on behaviors during T2 rather than T1 in Figure 10. Second, 
analyses wi II include data on some state commitments as wei I as community 
placements. The section above on sampl ing explained that the relevant 
population for this question is all community placements and al I inappropriate 
state commitments. If after joining CCA a county commits fewer people to the 
state and/or the community supervision is more rehabi I itative, then the increase 
in the numbers of successes among the total set of offenders (i.e. both those 
with community dispositions and state dispositions) should be gr:eater than 
in a non-CCA area. The third difference is that the issue of rehabll itation 
can be probed firmly in only the three CCA areas that joined first, and 
tentatively in the ne~r four joiners. 

The two designs discussed above wil I be appl ied to the study of 
rehabi I itation, incorporating the three differences just noted. In addition, 
a third procedure wil I be explored. Michael Maltz has been developing 
techniques that util ize variable fol low-up periods. 1 The techniques enable 
one to incorporate data on time to failure into a model that assumes some 
proportion of the sample will "eventually" fail. Rather than estimate the 
proportion who fa'i I as of a particular time period, one develops estimates 
of the proportions that wil I eventually fail and succeed. These techniques 
are particularly appealing for the study of rehabilitation where one is 
~r,'cerned with the long term impact of the CCA. Even though we wi II use a 
fol low-up period of twelve months up to three years when possible, we are 
actually interested in an even longer look into the future. Maltz's 
techniques provide a way to establ ish the long-term proportion of failuresl 
successes. In its current stage of development there appear to be limits 
in the abi I ity of the techniques to assess the significance of differences 
found between the proportions of successes/failures in two groups (e.g. CCA 
and non-CCA)' Efforts wi II be made to uti I ize Maltz's developmen-rs, however, 
because bf their potential for estimating long-term effects of the CCA from 
data covering a I imited follow-up period. 

A confounding factor in T2 analyses is the fact that some offenders may 
not be at-risk for all of T2,' result';;ng in inflated success rates. Community 
sanctions may be revoked; paroles may be reVoked; or offenders may be in~ 
carcerated on sentences previously received. Data collected wil I indicate 
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whether an offender is incarcerated for the majority of T2. These data wi I I 
be inspected to discover whether proportions not at-risk are systematically 
different between community and state cases and/or between pre and post periods. 
Should systematic differences be found, effects on results wil I have to be estimated. 

IMichael D. Maltz and Richard McCleary, "The Mathematics of Behavioral 
Recidivism and Construct Val idity," Evaluation Quarterly, Vol. 1, No. 
August, 1977, pp. 421-438. A more recent and thorough explanation of 
techniques is forthcoming. 

Change: 
3, 
these 
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f. Methods to Assess Total Impact of the CCA on 

Publ ic Protection (T 1 and T2) 

The conceptual framework outl ined two different assumptions 
relating the CCA to publ ic protection. An effort wil I be made to assess the 
val idity of both these assumptions by probing the short-term effects of the 
CCA during the period of local supervision and by probing longer-term effects 
through rehabil itation. The total effects of the CCA on pUbl ic protection is 
the major issue, however, in assessing CCA impact. The overall effects will 
be probed by using data on both community and state commitments during both 
T1 and T2' The three designs discussed above (pre-test, post-test design with 
non-equivalent control group; statistical controls; and techniques to estimate 
eventual success rates) wi i I be appl ied to these data. The separate investi
gations of Ttand T2 wi I I provide evidence on which of the assumptions underlying 
the CCA are supported; the investigation of 'f1 and T2 data combined provide 
evidence on the total CCA impact on publ ic protection. Analyses of both 
Tt and T2 data can, of course, include only the seven areas for which T2 data 
a re a va i I a b Ie. 

g. Techniques to Predict Levels of Publ ic 
Protection Without the CCA 

A research design is adopted to contribute to the assessment of 
whether an intervention (here, the CCA) has an impact. The study of the goal 
of publ ic protection requires researchers to conclude with as much confidence 
as possible whether the CCA has increased/maintained/reduced publ ic protection. 
However, the analyses of social justice and efficiency require that researchers 
go one step further in studying publ ic protection. Assessments of the two 
outcomes wi II require not only findings on actual levels of publ ic protection 
but also predictions of what publ ic protection would have been without the CCA. 

In predicting levels of publ ic protection without the CCA we wil I be 
concerned primarily with both T1 and T2. For the late joiners, however, 
predictions can be made only for the short-term period of supervision. Data 
from the early joiners wi II be suggestIve of whether predictions would likely 
change if data from a longer follow-up period were available. 

The prediction techniques are essentially extensions of the methods for 
assessing impact. The techniques attempt to assess how much of an impact 
there has been; not simply whether there has been one. Just as it is wisest 
to use multiple methods to assess impact, it is wise to use multiple methods 
to predict the amount of impact to reduce the bias that may be imposed by a 
single research method. 

I. Techniques Based on the Pre-Test, Post-Test Design 

The first technique is an extension of the pre-test, post
i-est design with non-equivalent control group. Consider the hypothetical data 
in Table 7. The table includes the number of successes before and after CCA 
in both a CCA and non-CCA county( ies). The proportiona I change that occurred 
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in both counties has been calculated to be a twenty-seven percent increase in' 
successes in the CCA area and a thirteen percent increase in the comparison area. 
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TABLE 7: Predicting Number of Successes In a CCA Area without the eCA 

Number of Successesa 
Pre~CCA Post-CCA 

CCA 150 190 

Non-CCA 160 180 

Predicted CCA without CCA = 150 X 13% = 20 

20 + 150 = 170 

Actual CCA = 190 

Percent 
Change 

+ 27% 

+ 13% 

aNumber of successes is the total number of state and community 
dispositions X the proportion of successes in the sample of 
state and community dispositions. 

;:.:' .• ~ ''t-.' 
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One assumes, according to this design, that the changes occurring in the non
eCA area would be,occurring in the CCA area without the CCA. Thus, one applies 
the change in the non-CCA area to the pre-CCA data in the CCA county to predict 
what that change would have been without the CCA. Applying the thirteen perc8nt 
change 'from the non-eCA a rea to the one hundred fifty successes before the CCA 
in the CCA county produces a prediction of one hundred seventy successes in the 
absence of the CCA. 

2. Techniques Based on Statistical Methods 

The major limitation of the above technique is that it 
assumes comparison counties (either individually or pooled) can control for all 
the factors other than CCA that affect success rates. This is, of course, 
likely to be an unrealistic assumption. As in assessing the impact of the 
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CCA above, an alternative strategy is to util ize statistical methods in predicting 
levels of publ ic protection without the CCA. One possibi I ity is to develop a 
pre-CCA equation, apply it to the post-CCA data, and compare the piedicted 
successes based on the pre-CCA equation to the actual number. Another 
alternative is to uti I ize the coefficient associated with a CCA vaiiable in 
a regression equation to predict how much of the actual level of successes is 
due to the CCA. 

3. Techniques Based on Maltz Methodology 

If the techniques developed by Maltz are used to estimate 
eventual success/fai IUie rates, then these rates can also be used to arrive 
at predictions of what the eventual success/failure rates would have been. 
Rather than using the success rates based on a fixed fol low-up period, one 
can use the eventual success rates estimated from the variable fol low-up 
period to calculate the number of successes pl-e and post-CCA. Predictions 
would then be made in the same manner as in Table 7. 

; 

3. J uven i I e Offenders 

a. Special Problems in Juvenile Research 

The original intention of the research group was to handle 
juveni les iO a manner as simi lar as possible to the adult study. It was 
anticipated that there would be data problems with a juvenile study, so 
searches of data sources were begun immediately. A number of anticipated 
and unanticipated problems emerged that led to the decision that research 
tracking j4veni Ie cl ients would not be feasible. 

The first barriers discovered wei9 difficulties in defining a population 
of juveniles committed to or diverted to the community. Without a clearly 
defined population, one cannot draw representative samples to study -- without 
representative samples, al I results are open to question. ~or the adult study, 
the Systems Rate Study contains the pC<'pulation of district court dispositions 
in all CCA areas from 1972 through 1978. No such population I ist is avai lable 
for juveni les. Two procedures could be followed but both are prohibitively 
expensive with given resources. Court dockets could be scanned for a list 
of all juveniles entering court but then individual files would have to be 
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checked to see if the court action resulted in an adjudication. Only then 
could a population I ist of adjudications be developed. Some counties keep 
records by juveniles. These records could be scanned to create a chr~nolog!cal 
I ist of adjudications from which to sample before and after CCA. Again, this 
alternative appeared far too time-consuming. 

EVen if we did have the resources to develop population lists from 
wh i ch to draw representat i ve samp I es, fu rther d i ff i cu It i es ex i st In obta in i ng 
information on the sampled juveniles. In five CCA areas records have been 
destroyed or sealed and in another two CCA areas accessibil ity to juvenile 
records is prob I emat i c. EVen where records exi st, i nformat ion is genera II y 
more spotty than for adults. 

Given these difficulties, it was determined that tracking juveniles in 
all CCA areas was an impossibi I ity. The next alternative appeared to be 
to try to repl icate the adult study in a few counties. This approach would 
require a shift of resources between the adult and juvenile studies: The 
reso I ut ion wou I d be to track j uven i I es in severa I CCA areas. The wisest 
choice of areas would be the earl iest joiners so that there is'a maximum of 
time for effects to show up and for an adequate follow-up period. Inclusion 
of three areas for the juvenile study would require dropping at least four 
and possibly six areas from the adult study.l On the face of it, there might 
be advantages, since the counties dropped could be late joiners for which 
I ittle time is avai lable to demonstrate CCA effectiveness. That is, one could 
argue that for both adults and juveni les, publ ic protection can legitimately 
be investigated in only the earl iest joiners because one requires several 
years post-CCA for effects to begin to show up plus several years for a 
fol low-up of criminal behavior. 

lResource estimates have been made for Dodge-Fi limore-Dimsted, Rams<?y and Crow 
Wing-Morrison. The time estimates have been made with the assistance of Gene 
Lar imol-e \'/ho conducted the Systems Rate Study, the samp ling source for adu I t 
offenders. To define the population of juvenile adjudications in both 
Dodge and Fi I Imore counties requires going through a juvenile court log 
book of all court appearances to locate the cases with sustained petitions 
(about 200 for our time period in each county). This procedure would take 
one person approximately two weeks for each county. In Olmsted County one 
would go through about 2,400 file cards on juveniles placed on probation and 
an additional 100 to 200 cards for state commitments. It would take one 
person at least two weeks to obtain a chronological I ist from which to sample. 
Preliminary searches in Ramsey County indicate that one would need to go 
through a log book of delinquency petitions and perhaps get from another 
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source whether the petition was sustained. A conservative estimate for obtaining 
the Ramsey juveni Ie population is two months. Crow Wing-Morrison did not 
provide sufficient information to estimate the feasibi I ity of tracking juveniles. 
The estimated three and one-half rronths for defining the juvenl Ie population 
in the first two CCA areas is roughly equivalent to the time to collect data 
on the adult samples in those counties. We presume, then, that tracking 
juveni les would take at least twice as long as adults because of the additional 
step of defining the population. 

However, the trade-off between adults and juveniles seriously compromises 
the val idity of the research in two major ways: 

I. Dropping the late joining counties from the adult 
study, el iminates the possibi I ity of comparison 
counties for the early joiners. Late joiners, 
according to the proposed designs, serve both as 
CCA areas and as comparison areas. This change 
would weaken the design for adults by seriously 
I imiting the abi I ity to make inferences on CCA 
effectiveness. 

2. Research on juveni les in three counties could 
be discounted on two bases: 

a. The other eight areas could discount findings, 
claiming that they are "different". 

b. Many factors are affecting the treatment of 
juveni les in the mid-1970's. Without 
comparison data one could not conclude with 
any definitiveness that changes found after 
the CCA in three areas are, in fact, due 
to the CCA. 

One can certainly argue, then, that resources should not be 
diverted to research that is open to serious question. 

Decisions have to be made on the costs and benefits of including research 
that tracks juveni les. The conclusion the research staff has reached is that 
the benefits of tracking juveni les in a few CCA areas is sma I I -- al I findings 
could easily be challenged. The costs, on the other hand, are very high. One 
has to sacrifice roughly twice as much information on adults to obtain the same 
amount of information on juveniles. It is believed that to balance the adult 
and juveni Ie stUdies would result in two studies open to serious challenge. 

The argument was made In the introductory section that an assessment of 
CCA effects on publ ic protection would be most val id if I inked to cl ients 
served in CCA areas. Whi Ie a study based on samples of community placements 
was ruled out for reasons outl ined above, an alternative frequently suggested 
was to track cl ients in particular local programs. However, this evaluation 
is assessing the effectiveness of the CCA as a pol icy, not the effectiveness 
of individual community programs. A program could be quite successful while 
overal I at the county level tre CCA may not be, and vice versa. One has no 
way of knowing if d~ta on cl ients in a few programs are representative of 
al I county services. Successes in one program or service may be offset by 
failures in others. Also, most programs with usable cl ient data exist after 
CGA entry, I imiting the inferences that could be made ab~lt changes due to the 
CCA. If one finds that ten percent of Program A's clients are failures (as 
defined in previous sections), what does one conclude regarding publ ic 
protection? What is the basis of comparison? Finally, one mayor may not be 
ab I e to attri bute the ex i stence of the programs i nvesti gated to the CCA . 
In summary, program cl ient data do not seem adequate for making inferences 
on GGA effectiveness in the area of public protection. 
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b. Juvenile Arrest Data 

Although the research group began with the position that 
assessments of public protection should be I inked to individual community 
placements, data problems led us back to the necessity of using county-level 
arrest reports. When faced with this alternative, we began to see advantages 
in this strategy and saw some of the inherent problems as less severe than 
initially assumed. 

Arrest data have several obvious advantages. They are readily avaIlable 
from the Bureau of Criminal Apprehension (BCA). They exist for all CCA and 
non-CCA counties. Data are available over a period of years before and after 
CCA entry. Use of these data does not require a shift of resources from the 
adu I t study. 

Faulty inferences from county-level arrest data seem less problematic 
with juveni les than with adults. The introductory section noted that there 
were major categori es of adu It offenders that are not targets of the CCA -
serious offenders and pre-offenders. On the other hand, CCA areas include 
services for most juveni Ie offenders and generally provide extensive preven~ion 
and diversion services as well. If CCA programs are supposed to be preventing, 
diverting and correcting juveni les better than areas without CGA resources, 
some differences should emerge in arrest rates between CGA and non-CGA areas. 
The one category of serious juvenile offender not treatable in the community 
is so smal I (the serious juvenile offender program served 31 cl ients in 1978) 
that county-level arrest rates should not be influenced by this sma I I group. 

Although one can correctly argue that reported arrests are affected by 
many factors other than CCA, this argument does not reduce the util ity of 
arrest rates to infer effects of the CCA. It is impoi--'rant to I<eep in mind 
that a crucial aspect of this analysis wi II be to discover what is happening 
state-wide. It cOlJld well be that arrest rates are rising in GCA areas, but 
if they are rising faster in non-CCA areas one would .Infer that the CCA has 
been effective. That is, the multitude of factors other than the CCA affecting 
arrest rates should be control led by the inclusion of al I non-CCA counties. 

Another difficulty that some have with using arrest data is that 
reporting practices differ widely from county to county. However, the time
series design proposed below requires consistency within a county not across 
counties. That is, one is looking for changes in CCA areas that do not occur 
elsewhere. Patterns of change within a series rather than absolute levels 
across time series are what is being investigated. On the other hand, should 
reporting practices change state-wide (e.g. the BCA might institute or encourage 
new reporting policies), the resulting change in reported arrest rates would 
show up state-wide and would not be interpreted as a CCA effect. 

The one remaining potential problem is that some.unigue factor affecting 
the reporting of or actual level of arrest rates coincides with CGA entry in 
a CCA area(s). Because the factor is unique, it would not be control led by 
the inclusion of non-CCA comparison counties. For example, perhaps CCA entry 
coincides with a new pol ice chief or sheriff who fol lows a new pol icy of 
pursuing and reporting more arrests. It wi II be the duty of the research 
group to identify with CCA personnel any such possible unique factors. 
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The key point to stress in this discussion is that the use of ,juveni Ie 
arrest data does not imply an assumption that the CCA should be influencing 
all arrests. Every reported arrest, for example, certainly does not indicate a 
fai lure of the CGA. Instead, the argument is that differences in changes in 
arrest rates between non-CCA and CCA areas can be used to infer CCA impact. 
Consider a couple of examples in Figure 11. In the first pattern, arrest rates 
have been rising in both the CCA and non-eCA areas. However, in the CCA E!rea 
the rate of increase has slowed down after entry and is less sharp than in the 
non-CCA area. One Would infer from such a pattern that CCA services 
(prevention, diversion, corrections) have reduced the increase in arrest rates. 
The second pattern suggests that the CCA has led to an increase in arrests. 
If juveni les diverted to the community are committing offenses during their 
supervision and are not being better rehabi I itated with CCA resources, these 
phenomena should be detected in a greater rise in arrest rates in CCA than 
in non-CCA areas. 

protection 
protected. 
protection 
of arrests. 

c. Methods to Assess the Impact of the CCA on 
Protecting the Publ ic from Juvenile Offenses 

Juvenile arrests are taken as a negative indicator of publ ic 
the larger the number of arrests, the less the publ ic is 

The major question to address for assessing the goa I of publ ic 
is whether the CCA has increased/decreased/maintained the level 

The primary method that wi \I be used to analyze arrest data wi 1/ be a 
multiple time~series design comparing each CCA area to pooled non-CCA 
counties for comparison. This design is explained in the introductory 
Methodology Section. As explained in that section, Ramsey and Hennepin Counties 
wil I be treated separately and compared to each other. 

Both arrests and arrest rates wi II be plotted. Arrest rates wi II be 
calculated as the number of juvenile arrests per juvenile population-at-risk. 
The population estimates wil I be available from the study of retaining 
offenders in the community (objective #3). Use of arrest rates coniTols for 
the increase in arrests due solely to population growth. 

Arrest data should be available from 1972 through 1979. Arrests are 
reported by the SCA annually. Possibi I ities of plotting arrests monthly wi II 
be pursued. Since population estimates are for years, however, it would not 
make sense to plot arrest rates for time periods less than a year. 

The time series of annual arrests and arrest rates wi I I be plotted for 
each CCA area and compared to the pooled non-CCA data. With only eight time 
points, statisi-ical tests wi II not be feasible. However, visual inspection 
of the various series wil I indicate if changes tend to occur in CCA areas 
that are not occurring state-wide, or vice versa. Mean levels of arrests (or 
proportions of arrests/population-at-risk) could be calculated before and 
after CCA entry and difference of means (or proportions) tests (t or Z) 
employed to see if the gain in the CCA counties is significantly different 
from non-CCA counties. 
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FIGURE 11 - USE OF CCA AND NON-CCA ARREST DATA 
TO INFER EFFECTS OF THE CCA 
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If the plots of ar'rests and arrest rates are fairly comparable, 
possibi I ities of plo"t'ting arrests at shorter intervals than a year will be 
explored. Various statistical techniques for projecting post"",CCA trends 
based on pre-CCA trends wi II be explored. These techniques are reviewed in 
the design for retaining offenders in the community. The feasibi I ity of 
util izing statistical -j'ests for differences in trends or mean levels 
(intercepts) before and after CCA will then be explored. 

A second method wi II be used to supplement the basic multiRle time~ 
series design. For each CCA area a set of 'rime series wi II be plotted to 
assess whether variables associated with CCA entry vary with patterns of 
arrests or arrest rates. From othel- portions of this evaluation we should 
have yearly data on juvenile programs (range and quantity) and juvenile 
expenditures. We may also have estimates of additional juveniles retained 
in the community because of the CCA. One could plot a set of time series 
for each CCA area to see if any of the changes in handling juveniles that 
result from CCA are associated with subsequent changes in arrest rates. The 
hypothetical data in Figure 12 illustrate the utii ity of this procedure. 
The data suggest that the CCA has increased the number of j uven i I es reta ined 
in the community and has increased the range and quantity of services for 
juveni les. The effectiveness of these changes is suggested by a subsequent 
reduction in the arrest rate increase. 

Another type of information could be plotted on these series. CCA 
personnel in each area should be consulted to dis.cover unique events that 
might affect arrest rates. Special attention should be given to events that 
might mask CCA positive effects or might be misinterpreted as CCA negative 
effects. If, for example, local persons are aware that for a few years after 
CCA entry a large proportion of juvenile arrests were accounted for by juveniles 
from a neighboring (non-CCA) county, such information could be noted on the 
tIme series plots and considered in interpreting trends in arrest rates before 
and after CCA entry. With such knowledge one could argue that a post-CCA rise 
in arrest rates can be explained by the neighboring county juveniles for 
which the CCA area is not responsible. This approach enables the researchers 
to build into the analyses unique county factors that CCA personnel are aware 
of but would be uncontrol led and unaccounted for by the inclusion of the non
CCA areas. 

Although the primary interest is to provide county-level conclusions, 
the availabi I ity of state-wide data on arrests permits state-wide analyses. 
The cross-sectional (i.e. county-level) data could be pooled with the time 
series data in a statistical analysis to assess CCA impact. Arrests would be 
the dependent variable. Independent variables would be a CCA/non-CCA variable, 
population-at-risk and a number of other variables for which data are available 
and which are frequently related to crime (e.g. income, unemployment, etc.). 
Such ana lyses wou I d i nd i cate whether and how CCA part i c i pat ion affects reported 
juvenile arrests state-wide. 

A final type of analysis will be attempted to assess,the vafidity of 
. f,indings bassd on juveni Ie arrests .. The.,ratiGnal.e for using juveni Ie arrests 

is stronger than for adults because a larger proportion of adults are not 
targets of the CCA. However, if time pennits simi lar analyses could be 
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FIGURE 12 - HYPOTHETICAL DATA SUGGESTING THAT CHANGES IN JUVENILE 
PROGRAMMING RESULT!NG FROM THE GCA REDUCE THE JUVENILE 
ARREST RATE 
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conducted on adult arrests. Findings based on arrest data could be compared 
to findings based on tracking individual adult felons. If findings converge, 
then the val idity of findings based on juvenile arrest data would be 
supported. If findings do not converge, then the possibi I ity that arrest data 
do not prov i de a va lid est i mate of eCA effect i veness shou I d be stressed. 
While the latter finding would be unfortunate from the perspective of being 
able to report sound results, it is bel ieved the research group wo~ld be in 
no stronger a position had they fol lowed the option of tracking juveniles in 
several CGA areas. There is at least the potential to arrive at evidence that 
j uven i I e a rrost data resu I ts are va lid. Track i ng j uven i .1 es in severa I CGA 
areas does not even carry that potential (See explanation of the point above.). 

d. Technique to Predict Publ ic Protection 
without the CCA 

The techniques above should enable one to assess whether the 
GGA is reducing or increasing juvenile arrests, compared to non-CCA counties. 
If there is evidence that arrest data results are val id and that there is some 

CCA impact, it is worthwhile to predict what that impact has been. As with 
adults, the study of efficiency requires an estimate of what the level of 
arrests would have been without the GCA. At this,point it helps to speak in 
terms of positive outcomes (non-arrests or "successes") rather than negative 
outcomes (arrests or "fai lures") . 

I f we use the reverse of arrest rates, or "success rates", data cou I d 
be plotted from 1972 through 1979. A success rate would equal (]-arrest/ 
population-at-risk). Too few data points are available to estimate pre and 
post trends. Thus, average success rates before and after entry could be 
calculated and differences between pre-'and post-CCA obtained for each CCA 
area and for the pooled non-CCA data. The relative non-CCA success rate 
change could be appl ied to the CGA area's pre-entry rate to estimate what the 
success rate would have been in the absence of the CCA. The actual and pre
dicted success rates would then be translated into the actual and predicted 
number of successes for the efficiency analysis. This procedure is spel led 
out in Figure 13. 

FIGURE 13: Predicting Juveni Ie "Successes" 
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The average decl ine in success rates for non-GCA areas = 13% (.86 "" .75 = .11); 

: ~~ = 13%). 

Pre-CGA rate times dec line in non.,.CCA a rea = .12 . 

Pred i cted success rate in GGA area = .90 - . 12 = .78. 

Predicted successes in CGA area = .78 X 1,500 = 11,700. 

Actual successes in CCA area = 10,000. 
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G. Evaluation of Economy 

I. Introduction 

The cost anal yses undertaken will answer two bas i c quest ions: 

a. How much do taxpayers pay for the service del ivery 
system under GGA? These are actual GGA costs. 

b. How much would taxpayers pay without the GGA? 
These are predicted GGA costs. 

Hence, the analyses, having a taxpayer perspective, wi I I focus on funds flowing 
among state, local and federal governments and disbursed for GGA operation. 
Government costs without the GGA or predicted GGA costs wi II be estimated from 
pre-GGA costs corrected for client population trends occurring over the pre
diction period. Normal cl ient population trends wi II be developed from cl ient 
~opulat!on trends in comparison areas over the prediction period as developed 
In section 0, Evaluation of Retaining Offenders in the Gommunity. AI I cost 
figures will be adjusi"ed for inflation' and expressed in current dol lars to 
facil itate intertemporal cost comparisons. 

Economy under the GGA wil I be measured by the difference between predicted 
GGA costs and actual GGA costs, i.e., (b) - (a). The GGA pol icy wi II achieve 
its major economy objective if the difference between predicted and actual 
costs is positive or zero, i.e., where economy is increased or at least 
maintained. 

These cost analyses along with the impact analyses conducted in section F 
EValuation of Publ ic Protection, wi I I be used in the following section on ' 
Efficiency to determine whether the GGA is a cost-effective pol icy when compared 
to pre-CCA measures of deal ing with offenders. 

2. Program Level Gost Concepts 

a. Correctional Costs: An Economic Perspective 

Economists conducting cost-effectiveness analyses of correctional 
a~ternative: have determined program costs in a variety of ways. Bloom and 
Singer2 defined two types of costs for operating an institution housing numerous 
treatment programs for inmates. State costs included capital, custodial and 

lThe appropriate price indices for government goods and services can be found 
in issues of the Survey of Current Business printed by the U. S. Government 
Printing Office. 

2Howard S. Bloom and Nei I M. Singer, "Detennining the Cost-Effectiveness of 
Correctional Programs: The Case of Patuent Institution," Evaluation 
Quarterly, Vol. 3, No.4, 609-628. 
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treatment costs, whl Ie inmate costs included offenders' foregone income. 
Indeed! foregone income was found to be roughly half the size of state costs. 
Giver; that CGA [nay affect incarceration rates, the foregone income of 
incarcerated cl ients wi II be examined during the pre--CGA and CCA periods. This 
analysis is described along with the analysis of GGA's impact on welfare costs 
in fol lowing sections. 

Capital costs have also been included in cost-effectiveness stUdies. 1 
Excluding capital costs from any analysis wi I I understate program costs and 
result in a suboptimal resource allocation. 2 For this reason, capital costs 
associated with the pre-CCA and CCA programs wi I I be estimated and amortized 
over the expected I ife of the capital. Capital costs include eqUipment 
expenditures, remodel ing and new construction costs associated with programs. 
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Various stUdies have also examined the hidden costs of providing outside 
social services such as drug rehabil itation, chemical dependency therapy, mental 
health services and education and training costs. One national study provides 
an exhaustive study of such external ized costs for halfway houses3 and such data 
has been collected for various Minnesota projects in the report Cost-
Effectiveness of Residential Community Programs (st. Paul: Governor's 
Commission on Grime Prevention and Control, 1977), Appendix G. Economists 
account for outside social service costs because referring cl ients to such 
programs involves expenditures somewhere in the service del ivery system, al
though such expenditures may not be reflected in the referring program's 
financia I records. Valuing such social service costs wi II el iminate cost 
differences between community-based programs resting solely on the degree to 
which such costs are internal ized. 

At least two studies4 have introduced a time dimension into cost 
calculations (e.g., very short run costs, short run costs and long run costs) 
to deal with the future placement of offenders. Costs are first categorized 

1 See, for example, Howard S. Bloom and Neil M. Singer, "Determining the Cost ..... 
Effectiveness of Correctional Programs: The Case of Patuent Institution," 
Evaluation Quarterly, Vol. 3, No.4, 609-628; and Charles M. Gray, et al. 
"Cost Effectiveness of Residential Community Programs; An Analytical Prototype," 
Evaluation Quarterly, Vol. 2, No.3, 375-400. 

2Bil Iy L. Wayson and Gail S. Monkeman, How to Implement Criminal Justice Standards 
for Corrections: An Economic Analysis (Washington, D.C.: American Bar 
Association, 1977),8-10. 

3Donald J. Thalheimer, Cost Analysis of Correctional Standards: Halfway Houses, 
Vol. II (Washington, D.C.: American Bar Association, 1975), 103. 

4Gharles M. Gray, et al., "Cost Effectiveness of Residential Community Programs: 
An Analytical Prototype," Evaluation Quarterly, Vol. 2, No.3, 375-400; and 
Michael K. Block and Thomas S. Ulen, "Cost Functions for Correctional 
Institutions," in The Gosts of Crime, D. M. Gray, ed. (Beverly Hills: Sage 
Pub I i cat Ions, 1979). 
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as fixed or variable based upon the time period over which decision makers 
have the abi I ity to adjust to cl ient population changes. Fixed co?ts are 
unaffected by cl ient population changes, whi Ie variable costs do change with 
alterations in the cl ient population level. Very. short run costs are program 
costs wh i ch vary on a short term (week to week) bas is. These costs incl ude 
cl ient maintenance costs such as food, clothing and medical care. Short run 
costs are program costs from a longer perspective such as month to month. As 
c I i ent ma. i ntenance costs cont i nue to vary so do non-adm in i strat i ve staff 
costs as new staff are hired to deal with the added cl ients. Long run costs 
are program costs from a year to year perspective. AI I cl ient maintenance and 
staff costs (including administrative salaries) are variable. In addition, 
the cost of replacing worn-ou"!" capital (equipment, facilities) must be consi
dered due to their more intensive use. The economy and efficiency analysis 
of the eCA wi II focus on the long run costs of treating cl ients under the pre
CCA and CCA service del ivery systems. However, the data collected may be 
partitioned into very short run, short run and long run costs for future 
analyses. 

In summary, the economy analyses wil I focus on the long run costs of 
operating pre-CCA and CCA programs. Such costs wi I I include amortized capital 
costs and the value of social services used by programs. Separate analyses 
describing the impact of CCA on offender employment and the use of welfare 
resources wi I I be described in the following sections. 

b. Welfare Expenditures 

Welfare expenditures may be categorized as direct or indirect. 
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Direct welfare expenditures are payments made to individuals and includes general 
assistance and Aid to Famil ies with Dependent Children (AFDC), while indirect 
welfare expenditures pay for social services. It has been hypothesized that 
CCA '" i II decrease direct wei fare expend itures by reta in ing offenders in the 
community where they may continue working, thus averting the need for general 
assistance and AFDC to dependents. However, indirect expenditures for services 
to offenders may increase because the number of offenders retained in the 
community is expected to increase under CCA. Thus, examining both direct and 
indirect wei fare expenditures for offenders and their dependents wi II indicate 
the impact of CCA on welfare expenditures. 

c. Foregone Income of Incarcerated Offenders 

It is expected '-hat retaining offenders in the community 
rather than in state institutions wil I enable such offenders to continue 
employment either through the use of probation or Huber release. Institution
al izing offenders may lead to foregone inmate earning costs as examined in 
the Bloom and Singer study. 1 Foregone earnings costs wil I be estimated for 
incarcerated offenders. 

1 Howard S. Bloom and Neil M. Singer, ilDetermining the Cost-Effectiveness of 
Correctional Programs: The Case of Patuent Institution," Evaluation 
Quarterl v' Vol. 3, No.4, 609-628. 
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3. Methodology 

a. Basic Correctional Cost Analyses of CCA 

The basic correctional cost analyses wil I provide descriptive 
data on the actual cost of CCA's implementation when compared to predicted 
costs based upon pre-CCA costs. Basic correctional cost analyses wil I include 
a comparison of actual and predicted cost measures for each participating 
area in the following categories: 

I. Correctional cost per offender. 

2. State administrative/supervisory costs 
per offender. 

3. Correctional cost for adult services 
per adult offender. 

4. Correctional cost for juvenile services 
per juvenile in the general population. 

5. Planning and administrative costs per 
offender. 

In addition, actual and predicted CCA costs wil I be I inked to publ ic protection 
measures in section H on Efficiency. 

b. Welfare Expenditure Analyses 

Two questions wil I be answered in this analysis: What was the 
impact of CCA on direct and indirect welfare expenditures in 1978 and ~979? 
Has retaining offenders in the community reduced direct welfare expenditures 
under the CCA as compared to the pre-CCA period? The primary data source for 
changes in direct welfare expenditures wi II be proLation file data supplemented 
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by publ ished welfare expenditure reports. 1 Probation.files wi I I b~ used to , 
assess the cl ient's status with respect to general assistance and hiS dependents 
status with respect to AFDC at three points in time: at the time of the offense, 
during supervision and after supervision/release. Changes in dependence on 
welfare resources wi I I be analyzed for the pre-CCA and CCA offender samples 
using a pre-test/post-test design. The analysis coupled.with other offe~der 
demographic data (marital status, number of dependent chi Idren) and published 
welfare: expenditure data wi II be used to derive pre-CCA and CCA estimates of 
primary welfare expenditures. 

The primary source of CCA indirect welfare ~xpenditure: is t~e Fu~ding 
Source Real ization Analysis Section of the Community Corrections Financial. 
Status Reports. No attempt wi I I be made to assess indirect welfare expenditures 
for offenders during the pre-CCA period given the multipl icity of social service 

lSee, for example, Summary of Minnesota Publ ic Assistance Trends (st. Paul: 
Minnesota Department of Publ ic Welfare, 1978). 
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financial records and the general unavailability of detal/ed client 
characteristic information. Rather, available data on CCA-related Indirect 
we I fare expend itures will be used to assess the net impact of CCA on I nd ired 
welfare expenditures in 1978 and 1979. The accuracy of this data wil I be 
verified in three randomly selected counties before use. 

c. Foregone Income of Incarcerated Offenders Analysis 

This analysis wi I I examine changes in the continuity of 
employment for pre-CCA and CCA offenders. The primary data source will be 
probation files. Such records wi I I be used to assess the offender's status 
with respect to ful I-time or part-time employment at three points in time: 
at the time of the offense, during supervision and after supervision/release. 
Any change in pre-CCA and CCA offender employment contInuity wil I be analyzed 
using a pre-test/post-test desIgn. If there are significant favorable changes 
in employment status between the pre-CCA and CCA periods that cannot be 
exp I a i ned by other factors such as genera I econom i c cond it ions, then the fore
gone income of incarcerated cl ients wi II be imputed from avai lable probation 
record income data or from publ ished income sources developed by the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics and Minnesota Department of Economic Security. 

4. Sources of Cost Data 

a. CCA Costs 

The primary source of CCA cost data is the Community Corrections 
Financial Status Reports fi led quarterly with the Department of Corrections. 
These figures wi I I be al located to various cost categories (such as food, 
medical care) based upon the detailed cost figures required in the Community 
Corrections Subsidy Comprehensive Plan Budget filed quarterly with the 
Department of Corrections. 

Both reports permit the breakdown of CCA costs by funding source and 
expense categories. Fund ing source data wi lion Iy' be coil ected for CCA costs, 
but not for pre-CCA costs: given the difficulty in tracking funding source data 
at the county level for the pre-CCA period. Funding source data wi I I be used 
only for descriptive purposes. CCA funding sources wi I I be divided into 
state, county and federal sources. State sources include subsidy and legis
lative funds to the DOC for program administration; county funds include 
expenditures from general and special funds; and federal sources include LEAA, 
CETA and WIN projects along with welfare per diem and care receipts. 

Costs by expense category wi I I be collected in five major areas: 
personnel, service and contractual, suppl ies and materials, capital outlays 
and other expenses. Personnel costs wil I be divided into administrative and 
staff sa lari es. Serv i ce and contractua I costs deta i I s wi I I inc I ude client 
custodial and medical care costs and, if necessary, imputed rent and util ity 
costs based upon staffing levels. This estimation procedure imputes a cost 
for resources used (space, energy) and wi I I also el iminate any cost difference 
between counties who charge programs rent and those who do not. Any large 
consultant expenditures wil I be treated as added personnel costs. Suppl ies 
and materials wi II include very short run costs such as food and beverages, 
clothing and household and medical suppl ies. Capital outlays expenditures 
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for equi pment, property improvement and property purchases. On I y expend itures 
that exc0 Dd $5,000 or five percent of the total annual subsidyl wil I be regarded 
as major expenditures requiring amortization over the expected I ife of the 
capital. The capital's expected I ife will be estimated by surveying program 
contact people or equipment dealers. 

Another source of CCA cost data wi I I include state costs associated 
with program administration. 

b. Pre-CCA Costs 

Pre-CCA costs wi I I be derived from a multipl icity of state and 
county sources. First, DOC data on pre~CCA probation costs will be examined. 
If necessary, the cost for probation services to each CCA area wi I I be 
partitioned from total probation costs based upon the percentage of the total 
probation population served in the area. DOC records wi II also be searched 
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for any other costs related to community-oriented programs during the pre-CCA 
period. Second, Crime Control Planning Board grant files wi I I be examined for 
the funding levels of community-based programs operating in the relevant counties 
prior to the Act's implementation. Third, other costs of program wil I be sought 
in project records located in county criminal justice agencies and in county 
aud itor records. 

1This decision rule is based upon 11 MCAR § 2.005 (1977) which describes 
financial criteria followed by CCA areas for comprehensive plan change 
notification. 
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H. Evaluation of Efficiency 

I. General Approach 

To assess efficiency, public protection results from Section F will 
be integrated with economy (cost) results from Section G. The ratio of costs 
to publ ic protection results will form the efficiency ratio. The cost
effectiveness analysis wil I hence I ink cost to outcome. In general for each 
CCA area two such ratios wi II be compared: the predicted ratio based on pre
CCA results and the actual ratio based on CCA operation. A comparison of these 
two ratios wi II demonstrate if efficiency has increased or at least been 
maintained under the Act's operation. 

2. Methodology 

As ~oted above, the methodology employed is cost-effectiveness 
analysis. The decision criterion under such an approach is as fol lows: when 
a single key pol icy outcome is identified (publ ic protection) and such pol icy 
outcome cannot be measured in dollar terms, choose the cheapest pol icy per 
pol icy outcome unit (i.e., per publ ic protection success or non-recidivating 
cl ient). If one accepts the assumption that publ ic protection is the most 
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cruc ia I outcome of the Act, then the po Ii cy cho i ce cri terion of min imi zing 
cost per publ ic protection success is similar to the bUsiness criterion of 
minimizing input cost per dollar of profit for choosing among various projects. 
Note that the Act also gives guidance i,e cost per publ ic protection success does 
not change under CCA. That is, per success, it is neither more nor less 
expensive than predicted under the pre-CCA system. In this instance, efficiency 
is maintained under CCA and denotes successful operation of the Act as written. 

Hence, this methodology indicates the most efficient pol icy as one 
providing the lowest cost per publ ic protection success. CCA wi II also be the 
rrost efficient pol icy if such cost measures do not change when compared to the 
predicted measure based on the pre-CCA pol icy. Figure 14 provides appl i cat ions 
of the decision criteria for efficiency. 

The relevant cost figures are developed as fol lows: for each offender 
in the adult offender sample, a cost profile wi II be developed based upon the 
conditions attached to the offender's sentence. Costs wi I 1 be attributed to 
the condition based upon the costs per cl ient for relevant treatment or 
supervision programs. An aggregation of offender cost profi les across the 
total sample wi I I then be averaged to develop a cost per ct ient measure. Cost 
per cl ient measures wi I I be developed for the CCA and predicted CCA costs. 

Juveni Ie costs per cl ient treated are aggregate juvenile program costs 
divided by the juvenile population in the area. Given joint juvenile/adult 
programs, juvenile program costs wil I be partitioned from adult program costs 
based upon juvenile cl ients as a percentage of total cl ients served. 

3. Scope of Efficien~y Measures 

The methodology described above provides the general efficiency decision 
criteria framework. However, as noted in the publ ic protection section, the 
adult and juvenile community corrections outcomes wil I be examined in the short 
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rUn (success during community supervision) and in the long run (successes during rehabi I itation). 

As noted in Section E, short run analyses should be possible for most 
CCA areas, yet long run analyses will be lim.ited only to initial CCA entrants 
given the need for a longer fol low-up period in such analyses. If most CCA 
areas are efficient in the short run and long run, then the CCA is a wise 
pol icy overal I. If most CCA areas are efficient in the short run but few are 
efficient in the long run, then CCA is not an efficient publ ic pol icy for the 
long term goal of rehabil itating cl ients and should not be retained. 

Figure 15 provides examples of short run and long run efficiency ratios. 
The publ ic protection sUccesses in the denominators :of ratios from which such 
figures are derived assume that a seriousness index can be developed which 
enables adult program successes to be added to juvenile program SUccesses. 

Similarly, analyses can be developed which provide efficiency ratios 
for adult and juvenile programs in each area in the short and long term. If 
the overall CCA pol icy is inefficient in an area, one can then examine whether 
both adult and juvenile programs are inefficient, whether only adult programs 
are inefficient, or whether only juvenile programs are inefficient. The 
efficiency ratios, by thetnseives, are not sufficient to develop pol icy 
recommendations at the adult and juvenile program efficiency levels. Rather, 
a more detailed analysis must be conducted which wil I examine such measures 
as: funding formula rank, overage program size and average cost per cl ient. 

The overall CCA pol icy in an area may be inefficient due to inadequate 
overal I funding or excessive funding for the outcome achieved. An individual 
program type (adult, juvenile) may be inefficient due to improper funding 
levels and/or program scale When compared to other sUccessful CCA areas. 
Figure 16 provides future research directions for pol icy recommendations based upon efficiency ratio decision criteria. 

= 
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FIGURE 15 - Exam les of Short RUn and Lon RUn Efficienc Decision Criteria 

IXA Area I 

eCA Area 2 

CCA Area 3 

CCA Area 4 

CCA Area 5 

CCA Area 6 

Short RUn 
Efficiency Ratio 
Result 
Predicted Actual 

$ 25 $ 20 

60 80 

28 50 

22 20 

35 30 

40 35 

Long Run 
Efficiency Ratio 
Result 

$ 25 $ 25 

40 35 

65 75 

50 65 

80 90 

CCA 
Pol icy 
Efficiency 

yes (efficient in the 
short and long run) 

Yes (ineffiCient in the 
short run but effiCient 
in the long run) 

No (inefficient in the 
short and long run) 

No (efficient in the 
short run but not in 
long run) 

Yes (effiCient in the 
short run but data un
available for the long 
run analysis) 

No (efficieni- in the 
short run but not in 
the long run) 

OVERALL POLICY CONCLUSION: EVen though the CCA is an effiCient pol icy 
in the short run for a majority of areas, 
it is not a viable long term rehabilative pol icy. 
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FIGURE 16 - Research Directions Indicated by Efficiency 
Decision Criteria Conclusion 

CCA 
Juven i Ie 

CCA Program 
Program Component 

CCA Area I Efficient Efficient 

CCA Area 2 Inefficient Inefficient 

CCA Area 3 inefficient Inefficient 

CCA 
Adult 
Program 
Component 

I n eft i c i ent 

Inefficient 

Eff i cient 

- ----- --., -. -.~. ~ 
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Research 
Direction Indicated. 

I. Funding for adult program 
2. Adult program scale 

I. CCA funding rank 
2. Juvenile and adult 

program fund i ng 
3. Juvenile and adult 

program sca I e 

I. CCA funding rank 
2. Juvenile program 

funding 
3. J uven i I e program 

sca Ie 

I. Evaluation of Social Justice 

I. Definition of Social Justice 

Social justice has been conceptualized as the outcome representing 
the ba lance between pub Ii c protect ion o'ld appropri ateness of offender 
sanctions. The term social justice carries a variety of connotations and 
may suggest different normative outcomes to different people. It is 
important then to clarify how the term is being used in this particular 
framework. 

In reviewing philosophical traditions of social justice, it became 
apparent that we are employing the term in a somewhat untraditional and 
rrore compl icated way. Social justice is usually considered a distributive 
principle. That is: 

.each individual has exactly those benefits 
and burdens which are due to him by virtue of 
his personal characteristics and circumstances. 1 

At its simplest, "to each his due." 

According to this standard definition of justice, the goals of both 
publ ic protection and appropriate offender sanctions represent forms of justice. 
If we accept that the publ ic in general does not deserve offender threats, then 
the higher the levels of publ ic protection, the more just is the situation for 
the publ ic. Similarly, the more that offenders receive the sanctions that they 
deserve, the more just is the situation for offenders. 

Social justice, as it is being used in this framework, represents the 
relationship between justice for the publ ic and justice for the offender. 
Social justice is not a distribution of a particular benefit or burden through
out society, but instead it is a balance of two states of Justice; one for 
the publ ic and one for the offender. It is possible that justice for one group 
is in confl ict with justice for the other. For example, reducing offender 
threats could conceivably be in confl ict with increasing appropriateness of 
offender sanctions. How can one determine, then, whether social justice has 
increased when one group benefits and'the other is burdened? 

There are a number of possible outcomes, but itis not immediately clear 
which constitute an increase in social justice. If there is an increase in 
both publ ic protection and appropriateness of offender sanctions, then all 
would agree that the outcome is more just. Similar-Iy, if both goals decrease, 
all would agree that the outcome is less just. The problem arises if one goal 
increases and the other decl ines. The position adopted here is that social 
justice will be said to increase so long as justice in the aggregate increases; 
that is, so long as the total numbe:' benefiting increases. Thus, if offender 

10avid"Miller, Social Justice, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1976. p. 20. 
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sanctions are a great deal more appropriate at a sl ight loss of publ ic 
protection, social justice would increase. On the other hand if sanctions , , " 

w:re to b:com: on~y sl ightly more appropriate but the publ ic is put at great 
risk, social Justice would decrease. 

. .Social j~sti?e typically is conceptual ized solely as a distributive 
p~lnclple. This view of social justice as an aggregative principle as wei I 
(I.e., the total amount of good, not only its distribution)' makes this a 
so~ewhat different conceptual ization yet one that appears appropriate for 
this framework in which two states of justice must be balanced. Social 
justice wi I ~ be said to increase if the total amount of justice experienced 
by the public and offenders increases. This situation could exist if justice 
for one group decl ines, so long as justice for the other group increases to 
a greater extent. 

2. Measurement of Social Justice 

In measuring social justice, I ike efficiency, we are concerned with 
a~sessing whether the CCA provides a better situation than we would have 
wlth~ut the CCA; that is, we are concerned with a comparison of actual and 
predlc~ed levels of s~cial justice. The measurement of efficiency involved 
a stralghtfo:ward ratio of costs per publ ic protection. Any ratio producing 
~ore,protectlon per dollar spent indicates a more efficient system. Social 
Justice, however, does not lend itself to such straightforward measurement. 

, The,evalua~ions of publ ic protection and appropriate offender sanctions 
WI I I provide estimates of the actual number of successes (publ ic protection) 
a~d,the actual number of appropriate offender sanctions with the CCA. 
S I m I I a r I y, pred i ct ion techn i ques exp I a i ned in those port ions of the des i gn 
wi I I provide estimates of the number of successes and the number of 
~ppro~riate.~ffe~der sanctions had counties not joined the CCA. The problem 
In ~hls seCTion IS to devise a method that can use these actual and predicted 
estimates to assess whether social justice has increased with the CCA. 

,Two options are clearly inadequate. First, a ratio of appropriate 
s~nctlons per ~ffender success does not provide an indicator of justice. The 
first ~x~mple In Table 8 provides data that if treated in a parallel manner 
~o ~fflclency woul~ indicate justice. With the CCA the hypothetical data 
Indicate that ~ubl IC protection is increasing (denominator) while appropriate 
off~nde~ sa~ctlo~s decrease (numerator). According to the definitions of 
socl~I,Justlce dlscu~se~ above, these data do not indicate a more just 
condition. The public IS even better off than without the CCA (100 more 
succe:ses~ bu~ offenders are even worse off (200 fewer appropriate sanctions). 
The d~strlbutlon of benefits is even more unequal and the total amount of 
benefits dec~eases (the publ ic gains 100; offenders lose 200; net loss of 
100). A ratio parallel to an efficiency ratio obviously does not provide a 
measure of social justice. 

A second alternative considered was to use a ratio but to use as a 
standard of social justice a ratio of one. A ratio of one would indicate that 
both groups are benefiting equally, whi Ie ratios farther from one indicate 
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one group is benefiting at the expense of the other. But the second example 
in Table 8 illustrates that this method also is inadequate to measure social 
justice. While the hypothetical data with CCA provide a ratio of one, one 
group is losing while the other remains the same. Thus, the total benefits 
are reduced although benefits are more equitably distributed. This method 
gets at the d i str i but i ve d imens ion of soc ia I just ice b,ut it misses the 
aggregat.ive dimension (i.e., the total level of justice). 

TABLE 8: Hypothetical Data Illustrating the Inadequacy 
of a Ratio to Measure Social Justice 

Pred i cted Rat io 
without CCA 

Example 1: # Appropriate 
Sanct ions 300 
Successes 400 (3/4) 

Exampl e 2: # Appropr iate 
Sanct ions 400 
Successes 500 (4/5) 

Actua I Rat io . 
with CCA 

100 
500 ( 1/5) 

400 
400 (I) 

What is required is a method that can provide a measure of both the 
distributive and aggregative dimensions of social justice. Such a method is 
depicted in Figure 17. Publ ic protection is the vertical axis whi Ie offender 
sanctions is the'horizontal axis. This example assumes there are 500 
offenders in the post-eCA population. complete justice for the publ ic occurs 
with 500 successejJ. Compl ete just ice for offenders occurs with 500 
appropriate sanctions. The problem is to develop a measure of whether the 
situatioowith the CCA provides more social justice. 

'The first step in Figure 17 is to plot the predicted values of successes 
and'sanctions without the CCA (point X). One then draws a I ine through this 
point that intersects each axis at a 450 angle. 1 From this diagonal I ine one 

,(draws two additional I ines at 450 angles. One then has six sections in which 
the actual CCA values might fal I when plotted. The main diagonal line 
separates Just and unjust outcomes. This diagonal I ine indicates the 
aggregate dimension of social justice. If the tlctwal CCA value falls anywhere 
above the I ine, in the aggregate the total amount of justice has increased. 
If the actual CCA value fal Is anywhere below this I ine, in the aggregate the 
total amount of justice is less than without the CCA. 

lAlong this I ine one unit of success is equivalent to one unit of appropriate 
sanctions. Some persons might disagree with this value position that an 
offender is equal to an individual in the publ ic. However, the most neutral 
position available to the researcher is to assume al I are equal. If 'persons 
could articulate the relative weight of each group (e.g., an individual in 
the publ ic is worth twice as much as an offender), a I ine could be drawn at a 
different angle to reflect these different weights. 
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FIGURE 17: A Method to Measure Social Justice Under CCA 

NUMBER OF 
SUCCESSES 

500 

(Public Protectio ) 

o 

- - - - ----------

[INJUSTICO 

Absolute 

F. 

NUMBER OF APPROPRIATE OFFENDER SAN~TIONS 

I JUsrICE I 
Absolute 

C. 

x = Hypothetical estimate of predi t d 
offender sanctions and rd. tCde number of appropriate 
without the CCA. p e 1C e number of SUccesses 

A through F ., Hypothetical est'imates of actu 1 b 
appropriate offender sanctions anum er of 
SUccesses with the eCA. and actual number of 

I 

100. 

500 

The distributive dimension of social justice is indicated by the lines 
that separate three types of justice ~nd three types of injustice. These 
sections, in other words, indicate which group is benefiting or being burdened 
with the CCA. Consider first the possibi I lties of justice, those points 
fall ing above the diagonal I ine. If the actual eCA values fat I in the center 
section (e.g., point A), both groups are experier;cing more justice with the CCA. 
This section has, therefore, been label led absolute justice since everyone is 
better off. If actual CCA values fall in the upper section of, justice (e.g" 
point B), the publ ic is benefiting at the expense of the offenders. One can 
see that at any point in this section the publ ic is gaining to a greater extent 
than offenders are losing. There is justice because there is more total 
justice, but it is a relative justice because one group benefits while another 
is burdened. The lower section of justice (e.g., point C) represents just the 
opposite case in which offenders are gaining a great deal while the publ;e is 
losing a 1 ittle. 

The types of injustice can be handled in exactly the same way. If the 
actua I CCA va I ues fa II in the center sect ion be low the d lagona I line 
(e.g., point D), there is absolute injustice because both groups are worse off 
than they would be without the CCA. If the values fall in the upper portion 
below the diagonal I ine (e.g., point E), there is relative injustice. The 
publ ic has gained a I ittle but offenders lose to a greater extent so that in 
the aggregate there is less justice. Finally, if actual CCA values fall in 
the lower portion below the diagonal I ine (e.g., point F), there is relative 
injustice. Offenders are receiving somewhat more appropriate sanctions, but 
because there are many more failures among offenders, in the aggregate there 
is less justice. 

This method of plotting social justice has several advantages. First. 
it provides a visual presentation of actual and predicted levels of justice 
so that findings can be easi Iy reported and understood. Second, it provides 
a convenient way to illustrate the two dimensions of social justice. By 
creating the six sectors of justice and injustice, both the level of justice 
is depicted (aggregate dimension) as wei I as the group(s) that is benefiting 
(distributive dimension). This latter characteristic is particularly 
useful because it permits the individual reader to make his/her own determina
tion of whether the outcome is more or less just. While we have imposed a 
certain definition of social justice and have devised a measure according to 
that definition, the manner in which the outcome wil I be reported enables 
persons with a different sense of social justice to assess whether outcomes 
meet his/her sense of justice. For example, someone might disagree that point 
C in Figure 17 in fact represents justice. According to our definition it 
does, but to someone else it might not (e.g., someone who greatly values 
individuals in the publ ic over offenders). The presentation of the findings 
in this way enables re~ders with different values to interpret findings 
according to those values. 
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